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Request for Proposal 
 
 

For 
 
 
 

Short Message Service Center (SMSC), 
SMS Firewall,  

Missed Call Alert (MCA) System 
and 

Over The Air (OTA) Platform 
 
 
 

For deployment in 
MTML Mauritius 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Requested by: 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. 

 

 
MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene-72201, Mauritius 
Phone(230)-52943333, FAX(230)-52940606, Email: mtml@mtmltd.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:mtml@mtmltd
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RFP No.:MTML/SMSC/RFP/ 2020/1 
Dated 03/08/2020 

 
TENDER DOCUMENT 

 
Ref: Global Tender for procurement of Short Message Service Center (SMSC), SMS 

Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) System and Over The Air (OTA) platform in 
MTML Mauritius on turn key basis. 

 
Please find enclosed the following bid documents to be used for submission of the bid. 
 

S.No. Title Section Page No. 

1. Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) I 3 

2. Instructions to bidders II 5 

3. General (commercial) conditions of contract III 18 

4. (a) Special Conditions of Contract IV-A 29 

4. (b) Detailed Technical Requirements IV-B 36 

5. Schedule of Requirements V   57 

6. Delivery Schedule VI 58 

7. Price Schedule for Equipments VII 59 

11. Bid Security Form Annex-I 62 

12. Performance Security Guarantee Bond Annex-II 63 

13. Letter of Authorisation for attending Bid 
Opening 

Annex-III 64 

14. Manufacturer’s Authorization Form Annex-IV 65 

15. AMC Terms & Conditions Annex-V 66 

16. Existing Network information Annex-VI 69 

17. Check List Annex-VII 70 

 
 Your offer complete in all respects as per enclosed documents must reach latest by 
15.00 Hrs. of 15th September 2020 at the following address: 

 
Chief Technical Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, 

 ‘MTML Square’, 63 Cyber City, Ebene 72201, Mauritius 
 
          The “Instructions to Bidder” and “General (Commercial) conditions” are applicable for 
this Tender.   However, the clauses mentioned in the “Special Conditions of Contract” & 
“Technical Specifications” will supersede the General (Commercial) Conditions.  

 
          Tender bids shall be opened at 15.30 Hrs. on the same day. The representatives of 
the bidders who wish to be present during tender opening may kindly make it convenient to 
attend the same at their own cost. 
 
 

 
                              CEO, MTML 
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SECTION-1 
 

GLOBAL NOTICE INVITING TENDER 
 

Tender Enquiry No. & Date  : MTML/SMSC/ RFP/2020/1 Dated 03.08.2020 

 
Sale of tender document starts : 05.08.2020 
   
Last date for seeking clarifications : Up to 17:00 Hrs on 21.08.2020 

 
Last date for issuing clarifications : 24.08.2020 

 
Last Date of Bid Submission   : Up to 15:00 Hrs on 15.09.2020 

 
Date of Bid opening : At 15:30 Hrs on 15.09.2020 

 
 
 -- All timings given above are Mauritius Local time. 
 

1. MTML calls for global open tender for Short Message Service Center 
(SMSC), SMS Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) System and Over The Air 
(OTA) in Mauritius as per detailed requirements mentioned in the RFP 
document. 

 
2.    ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT FOR VENDORS: 
 

      Please see Clause 3 of Section II of RFP.  
 
3.    SCOPE: 

(i)     The two stage tender calls for supply, installation & commissioning of Short 
Message Service Center (SMSC), SMS Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) 
System and Over The Air (OTA) platform for its GSM/ 3G/ LTE network in MTML 
Mauritius on turnkey basis.  

(ii)  The scope of the tender includes planning, engineering, supply, Installation,       
integration with existing core network & VAS platforms, testing and commissioning, 
and migration of data from current SMSC and MCA provided by ZTE Corp. to the new 
system. The OTA needs to dynamically manage devices, Steering of roaming, 
eUICC/e-sim, UICC, SIM, STK etc and secure elements across all networks, 
including 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, to guarantee the best end-user experience and 
enable new high-potential use cases such as enhanced mobile broadband, 
massive IoT and M2M. 

(iii)  The SMSC should be capable of handling 400K subscribers and should have 
BHSM (Busy Hour Short Messages) capacity of 800K (including both post paid, 
prepaid P2P and A2P messages) expandable upto 700K subscribers and the 
corresponding BHSM without any hardware upgrade. 

(iv) The SMSC Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) and Over The Air (OTA) Systems 
are optional items and should be quoted separately. It will be MTML’s exclusive 
right to opt for any, all or none of these.  

https://www.gemalto.com/5g
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For details regarding equipment, technical requirements & special conditions/ 
requirements please refer to RFP document. 

Bid security of USD 5,000 (Five Thousand Dollors only) is to be provided 
by the bidder for consideration of his bid. Outstationed bidders may Wire 
Transfer USD 5,000 in MTML’s account mentioned below and submit 
proof of payment along with the bid document. Wire Transfer Charges 
shall be borne by the bidder. 
 

Intending Bidders may download the RFP document from MTML Web site 
www.chili.mu/services or collect the same from CFO, MTML, Ebene, 
Mauritius on all working days till the last date of submission of bid mentioned 
above, on payment of MUR 4000 or USD 100 as tender/bid fees. Outstation 
bidders may transfer USD 100 in the following account and submit proof of 
payment alongwith the bid document: 
 
Beneficiary Name: Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. 
Bank Name: SBI (Mauritius) Ltd., Port Louis 
Bank A/C      USD Account 156002723102 
Swift Code: INILMUMUXXX 
Corresponding Bank: Standard Charted Bank, New York, 
Account No: 3582-08867-0001 of SBI (Mauritius), Swift Code: SCBLUS33 
 
MTML reserves the right to cancel this RFP partially or fully anytime without 
assigning any reason whatsoever.  
 
 
                                                                                                                               sd/ 

CEO, MTML 
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SECTION - II 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Purchaser”) 
invites offers for implementation on turn-key basis to carry out survey, design, 
planning, engineering, supply, installation, testing, commissioning of the goods, 
materials, services and equipment (such goods, material, services and 
equipment hereinafter referred to as ‘Goods’) as described in Schedule of 
Requirements, Section-V, at Mauritius and making over the system to the 
Purchaser. Subsequent warranty support and AMC (Annual Maintenance 
Contract) after warranty period shall also come within the scope of this RFP. 
 

2. Definitions 
 

a)  “The Purchaser” means the Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. (MTML). 
b)  “The Vendor” means the individual or company who / which participates in this 

RFP and submits his / its offer. 
c)  “The Proposal” or “The Offer” means the offer submitted by the Vendor in 

response to the RFP. 
d)  “The Goods” mean all the equipment, machinery and other materials which the 

Vendor is required to supply/provide to the Purchaser under the contract for 
commissioning/proper operation of the system and also includes any spares for 
the equipment. 

e)  “Letter of Intent (LOI)” means letter indicating the intention of the Purchaser to 
place Purchase Order on the successful Vendor. 

f)  “The Purchase Order” means the order placed by the Purchaser on the 
Contractor duly signed by the Purchaser and includes all attachments and 
appendices thereto and all documents incorporated by reference therein.  The 
purchase order shall be deemed to be the contract, which is defined below. 

g)  “Contract” means the agreement between the Purchaser and the successful 
Vendor 

h)  “The Contractor” means the successful Vendor with whom Purchaser has 
entered in to contract for the execution of the works including supply of all 
documents to which reference may be made in order to ascertain the rights and 
obligations of the parties and shall include the Instructions to Participants, 
General Conditions of Contract, Special Conditions of Contract, Addenda, 
Supplementary Agreement(s) (if any) as part of the Contract. 

i)  “The Contract Price” means the price payable to the Contractor under the 
purchase order for the complete fulfillment and proper performance of its 
contractual obligations to the satisfaction of the Purchaser. 

j)  “Contract Date” means the date on which the Contract comes into effect. 
k)  “Certificate of Acceptance” means the certificate issued by the Purchaser to the 

Contractor upon completion of the acceptance tests of the Equipment /Works. 
l)  “Progress Report” means the reports prepared by the Contractor containing 

details of the progress and implementation of the project as required by the 
Purchaser. 

m)  “Site” means the place(s) other than the Contractor’s premises, to which the 
Equipment(s) and System(s) are to be delivered and installed. 

n)  “Variation Orders” means a written agreement entered between the parties 
varying the items mentioned in the Schedule of Prices. 
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o)  “Works” means the jobs undertaken by the Contractor in order to complete the 
tasks falling within the scope of the Contract. 

p)  “Commissioning” means successful completion of acceptance testing 
procedures as may be prescribed by the Purchaser and three months of 
successful trial operation i.e. stabilization period, thereafter. 

q)  “Testing” is a process of testing the equipments& services as per the 
Requirements as spelt out in various sections of the RFP. 
 

3. Vendors Eligibility Criteria 
 

I The Vendor should be registered for manufacturing the tendered item(s) OR a 
registered Company, duly authorised by the original manufacturer of the 
tendered item(s), to submit the offer on their behalf and having Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with the original manufacturer for supply, installation, 
commissioning, warranty and Annual maintenance Contract(AMC)  of the 
tendered item(s) & equipment during the contract period. The registration 
certificate, proof of manufacturing the requested items(s), authorisation by the 
manufacturer to submit the offer against this RFP and MOU shall form part of 
the Offer. 

 
II   SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA and OTA System experience 

 The bidder or their parent company or the OEM must posses experience in supply, 
installation and commissioning of quoted system handling of atleast two Mobile 
Service Providers having atleast 500,000 subscribers each.  

 
III   The bidder shall submit references in the form of a certificate with company seal 

from the network operator signed by the senior official of the company (including 
name, designation, telephone number, fax numbers and e-mail id of the signatory 
and that of the company) of all such existing networks in operation.  References 
shall be considered valid provided the networks mentioned thereof are existing and 
are in operation for the period as mentioned above.  References shall also mention 
performance of network equipment supplied and installed.  

IV     Bidder shall give an undertaking for the complete system being provided by it to 
support for operation and maintenance for atleast next 7 years, including 
availability of hardware spares and software upgrades. 

V       The bidder should have a minimum turnover of USD 1 million each in the last two 
financial years.The turnover of the parent company in case of a local subsidiary 
would be taken into consideration. 

 
4.   Cost of Participation in RFP 
 

The Vendor shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission  
of the offer against this RFP.The Purchaser, will in no case, be responsible or 
liable for these costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the RFP process. 
 

5.       RFP Documents 
 

5.1      The goods and services required, RFP procedure and contract terms are           
       prescribed in the RFP Document. The RFP document includes the following: 
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S.No. Title Section 

1. Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) I 

2. Instructions to bidders II 

3. General (commercial) conditions of contract III 

4. (a) Special Conditions of Contract IV-A 

4. (b) Detailed Technical Requirements IV-B 

5. Schedule of Requirements V 

6. Delivery Schedule VI 

7. Price Schedule for Equipments VII Table IA, 1B 

8. Price Schedule for Services VII Table II 

9. Price Schedule for AMC  VII Table III 

10. List/ price of Spares VII Table IV 

11. Bid Security Form Annex-I 

12. Performance Security Guarantee Bond Annex-II 

13. Letter of Authorisation for attending Bid Opening Annex-III 

14. Manufacturer’s Authorization Form Annex-IV 

15. AMC Terms & Conditions Annex-V 

16. Existing Network information Annex-VI 

17. Check List Annex-VII 

 
5.2   The bidder is expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms and 

specifications in the RFP Documents. Failure to furnish all information required 
as per the RFP Documents or submission of offers, which are not substantially 
responsive to the RFP Documents in every respect, may result in rejection of 
the offer. The bidder must accept all clauses of this RFP and must submit 
Clause by Clause compliance of all clauses. 

 
In respect of interpretation/ clarification of each and every clause of this RFP 
and in respect of any matter relating to this RFP, the decision of CEO, MTML 
will be final. 
  

6 Clarifications to RFP 
 
6.1 A prospective bidder, requiring any clarification of the RFP may request the  

Purchaser in writing at the Purchaser’s mailing address or through the email 
Indicated in the Clause 6.2 below. The Purchaser may, but shall not be obliged 
to, respond in writing to any request for clarification of the RFP, which is 
received within the time frame as specified in Section-I of the RFP. Copies of 
the queries (without identifying the source) and clarifications by the Purchaser 
may be sent to all the prospective bidders who have purchased the RFP 
documents. 

 
6.2 Address for communication: Chief Technical Officer, Mahanagar Telephone  

(Mauritius) Ltd, MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene-72201, Mauritius. Fax No. 
(230) -52940606 and email id: tenders@mtmltd.net 

 
7 Amendment to RFP Document 
 
7.1 At any time, prior to the scheduled date for submission of offers, the Purchaser 

may for any reason, whether at its own initiative or in response to a clarification 
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requested by a prospective Vendors, modify/alter any terms & conditions of the 
RFP by amendments as long as they are uniformly applied to all. 

 
7.2 The amendments shall be notified in writing to all prospective Vendors who had 

purchased the RFP and these amendments will be binding on them.  For this 
reason, prospective Vendors purchasing the RFP shall provide the Purchaser 
with their contact details, failing which the Purchaser shall be under no 
obligation to notify them of any amendment under this clause. 

 
7.3 In order to give prospective Vendors reasonable time to take the amendments 

into account while preparing their offers or for any other reason, the Purchaser 
may, at its discretion, extend the last date / time for the submission of offers 
suitably. 

 
7.4 Vendors who have downloaded the tender forms from the web-site are required 

to take the amendments issued from time to time from the Purchaser’s web site 
www.chili.mu/services. 

 
8  Preparation of the Offers 
 
8.1   Language of Offer 
 

The offer prepared by the Vendor and all correspondence and documents 
relating to the offer exchanged by the Vendor and the Purchaser shall be 
written in English language, provided that any printed literature furnished by the 
Vendor may be written in another language but it is to be accompanied by an 
English translation of its pertinent passage(s) duly signed and verified as true 
English translation.  The responsibility for the correctness of the translation will 
be solely and completely on the Vendor and the Purchaser shall not be 
responsible for any loss/likely loss due to error in translation whatsoever. In 
such cases, for the purpose of interpretation of the offer, the English translation 
shall only govern. 

 
8.2  Documents comprising the Offer 
 
 The offer prepared by the Vendor shall comprise the following documents: 
 

a)  Authorization to the person signing the offer. 
 

b)  Documents supporting Vendors eligibility to submit offers as per the 
eligibility conditions given in Clause 3 above along with the Certificate of 
Incorporation and VAT / GST / TAX registration. 

 
c)  Receipt for USD 5000 by Wire Transfer / Demand Draft / Bid Security in 

format as per Annexure. And also the receipt for tender/bid fees of USD 100 
or MUR 4000. 

 
d)  A Clause by Clause compliance of the goods/services offered with the 

various terms & conditions spelt out in the sections II, III, IV, V and VI of this 
RFP, along with a separate annexure containing summary of 
clauses/specifications not being complied giving detailed reasons.  
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“Compliant” shall be written against the clauses where the offer meets the 
RFP requirements fully. “Non Compliant” shall be written against the 
clauses where the offer does not meet the RFP requirements fully. In case 
of unclear/ ambiguous statements of compliance for any specified 
requirement e.g. “Noted & Understood”, “Noted” etc. shall be taken as “Non 
Compliant”. Mere “Compliant” shall also not be sufficient. Reference to the 
enclosed documents showing compliances must be given. An offer without 
clause-by clause compliance shall not be considered. 

 
e)  A copy of price schedule with all relevant tables incorporating all items 

without prices. This is to be enclosed with techno-commercial offer and shall 
constitute bill of material. 

 
f)  A certificate that all the pages (printed, typed, literature etc.) in the original 

copy of the offer document have been signed and sequentially numbered, 
indicating total number of pages in the offer. 
 

g)  Documentary evidence of the goods and services in conformity to the RFP 
document may be in the form of literature, drawings and data. It may 
comprise of: 

 

 A detailed description of the goods with essential technical and 
performance characteristics and sketches, drawings and circuit diagram, 
physical and technical parameters for all equipments offered including 
constituent of set of maintenance spares. 
 

 Detailed project implementation schedule covering all the activities of the 
work and Bar/Pert Chart. 
 

 The Vendor shall note that the standards for the workmanship, material 
and equipment and reference to the  brand names or catalogue number, 
designated by the Purchaser in its Technical specifications are intended 
to be descriptive only and not restrictive. 

 
9.  Currencies 
 

The prices shall be quoted in US DOLLAR ONLY as provided in Price 
Schedule (Section-VII). 

 
10. Prices 
 
10.1   The prices quoted shall be CIF at Mauritius and shall be in US DOLLAR for all 

items as per the schedule of requirement (Section-V) and other items, if any, 
strictly in appropriate price schedule tables attached to these documents as per 
Section VII. The Purchaser shall be responsible for paying all the duties/ levies 
on equipment & software within Mauritius and the duties/ levies outside 
Mauritius shall be responsibility of the Vendor. 

 
10.2 Vendors shall quote itemized basic price for each item of equipment. These 

may be consolidated as indicated in Price Schedule in Section VII. Separate  
Annexure giving the detailed quantity and break-up of prices shall be provided 
in support of the consolidated prices arrived in each table of Price Schedule.  
The formats are strictly to be complied with while quoting.  
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10.3 The prices quoted by the Vendor shall remain fixed during the entire period of 

contract and shall not be subject to variation on any account. An offer 
submitted with an adjustable price quotation will be treated as non-responsive 
and rejected. 

 
10.4 The unit prices quoted by the Vendor shall be in sufficient detail to enable the 

Purchaser to arrive at prices of equipment/system as offered. 
 
10.5 ‘DISCOUNT’, if any, offered by the Vendor shall not be considered unless 

they are specifically indicated in the price schedule. Vendor desiring to 
offer discount, should therefore, quote clearly net price taking all such 
factors like Discount, free supply, etc. into account. 

 
10.6 The quoted price shall be all-inclusive and payment of income tax/any other 

taxes by recipient of payments under this clause shall not be the responsibility 
of the Purchaser either at the time of supply of equipment or at any time 
thereafter. 

 
10.7 It shall be mandatory for the Vendors to undertake the work of Annual 

maintenance contract (AMC) as detailed in Annexure V. 
 
11.  Bid Security 
 
11.1  The bid security is required to protect the Purchaser against the risk of 

Vendor’s conduct, which would warrant the forfeiture of the security. 
 
11.2 The bid security of US $ 5000 (US Dollar Five Thousand only), valid for 180 

days shall be submitted in one of the following forms: 
 

a) Wire Transfer of the full amount of bid security in MTML’s account 
mentioned on page 4 above before the last date of bid submission. 

b) Demand draft in favour of Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd payable at 
Mauritius. 

c) A Bank Guarantee as per enclosed Proforma at Annexure-I issued by a 
First Class Commercial Bank in Mauritius in favour of the Purchaser. 

 
11.3 In case the bid security is submitted in the form of a Demand draft, the 

Purchaser will be entitled to encash the same.  In the case of return of the bid 
security, the Vendor shall not be entitled to claim any interests thereon from the 
Purchaser. 

 
11.4 An offer without tender or bid fee and bid security of required amount & validity 

shall be considered as non-responsive bid and will be summarily rejected. 
 
11.5 The bid security of the unsuccessful Vendor will be returned as promptly as 

possible and in any event not later than 45 days after the placement of firm 
Purchase Order by the Purchaser or on expiry of the  offer validity whichever is 
earlier. 

 
11.6 The successful Vendor’s bid security will be discharged upon the Vendor’s 

acceptance of the Letter of Intent (LOI) and furnishing the performance security 
as per Clause 4 of Section III.  
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11.7 The bid security may be forfeited: 
 

a) If a Vendor withdraws his offer during the period of validity of the offer or 
 

b) In the case of a successful Vendor, if the Vendor fails to furnish 
performance security in accordance with clause 28. 

 
12. Period of Validity of Offers 
 
12.1 Offer shall remain valid for 180 days after the date of opening prescribed by the 

Purchaser. The Purchaser shall reject offers valid for a shorter period, as non-
responsive. 

 
12.2 In exceptional circumstances, the Purchaser may request the Vendor’s consent 

for an extension to the period of offer validity. The requests and responses 
thereto shall be made in writing. The bid security provided under clause 11 
shall also be suitably extended. A Vendor may refuse the request without 
forfeiting his bid security. A Vendor accepting the request and granting the 
extension, will not be permitted to modify his offer.  

 
13.   Format and Signing of Offers 
 
13.1 The Vendor shall prepare two copies of his offer, clearly marking one as 

‘Original Offer’ and the otherascopy. In the event of any discrepancy between 
them the ‘Original Offer’ shall govern/prevail.  

 
13.2 The original and copy of the Offer shall be typed or printed, numbered 

sequentially and shall be signed with date, by the Vendor or a person or 
persons duly authorized to bind the Vendor to the contract. The letter of 
authorization shall be indicated by written power-of-attorney accompanying the 
offer.  The offer submitted shall be sealed properly. 

 
13.3  The offer shall contain no interlineations, erasures or overwriting except as 

necessary to correct errors made by the Vendor in which case such corrections 
shall be initialed by the person or persons signing the offer with date. 

 
14.   Procedure for Submission of Offers 
 
14.1 Offers along with documents as indicated in clause 8.2 shall be submitted in the 

following manner in separately sealed envelopes duly super scribed as below: - 
 Part ‘A” - Techno-Commercial Offer 
 Part “B” - Financial Offer 
 
14.2 Part “A” shall contain, in one envelope, one original and a copy of Techno 

Commercial Offer complete with all technical and commercial details along with 
unpriced bill of material i.e. copy of the price schedule without mention of 
prices. 

 
 The original bid security of requisite value or proof of its payment and 

also the proof of depositing tender/bid fee must be enclosed in a separate 
cover which will be opened first.  
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14.3 Part “B” (Financial Offer) shall contain, in another envelope, one original and   a 
copy super scribing on the sealed envelope “Financial Offer”. 

 
14.4 At least original Copy of ‘Techno-Commercial Offer’ and   ‘Financial Offer’ 

should be signed by the Vendor on each page. 
 
15. Sealing and Markings of Offers 

 
15.1 The Vendor shall seal the original and each copy of the offer in an envelope 

duly marking the envelopes as ‘Original’ and ‘copy’.  Unsealed offers will not be 
accepted.  Unsealed offers will neither be opened nor evaluated.  The seal 
should be the official seal of Vendors. 

 
15.2   The envelopes shall  

(a)  be addressed and sent at the following address: 
Chief Technical Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd.,  
MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene-72201 
Mauritius 

 
(b)  bear Name of works  “SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA, OTA System for 

MTML Mauritius”, the RFP No. and the words “DO NOT OPEN 
BEFORE  (date and time of opening of offers as indicated in RFP)” 

 
15.3 In addition to above, the envelopes shall indicate the name and address of the 

Vendor to enable the offer to be returned unopened in case it is received  
‘Late’. 

 
15.4 Outstation offers shall either be sent by registered post or delivered in person. 

The responsibility for ensuring that outstation offers are delivered in time would 
vest with the Vendor. 

 
16. Deadline for Submission of Offers 
 
16.1 Offers must be received by the Purchaser at the address specified under 

clause 15.2 and not later than the date & time mentioned in section I. 
 
17. Late Offers 
 

Any offer received by the Purchaser after the prescribed time for submission of 
the offer as per Clause 16, shall be rejected and returned unopened to the 
Vendor.   
 

18. Modifications and Withdrawal of Offers 
 
18.1 The Vendor may modify or withdraw his offer after submission provided that 

written notice of the modification or withdrawal is received by the Purchaser 
prior to the deadline prescribed for submission of offers. 

 
18.2 The Vendor’s modification or withdrawal notice shall be prepared, sealed, 

marked and dispatched as required in the case of offer submission in 
accordance with the provision of clause 13. A withdrawal notice may also be 
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sent by FAX but shall be followed by a signed confirmation copy, post marked 
not later than the deadline for submission of offers. 

 
18.3 No offer shall be modified subsequent to the deadline for submission of offers. 
 
19. Opening of Offers/ Proposals 
 
19.1  The Purchaser will first open Techno-Commercial Offers only, in the presence 

of authorised representatives of Vendors who choose to attend, at the date and 
time specified in RFP.  The Vendors’ representatives, who are present, shall 
sign an attendance register.  Authority letter to this effect shall be submitted by 
the Vendor/representative before they are allowed to attend the opening.  
Techno Commercial offers shall be opened first and Financial offers of only 
technically and commercially eligible Vendors shall be opened subsequently.  In 
the event that the specified date of opening of offers is declared a holiday by 
the Purchaser, offer opening shall take place on the next working day, time and 
venue remaining unaltered. Similar would be in the case of last date for 
submission of the offers. 

 
19.2  Subject to the requirements contained in Clause 19.1 above, a maximum of two 

representatives for any Vendor shall be authorized and permitted to attend the 
opening. 

 
20. Clarifications from Vendors 
 

To assist in the examination, evaluation and comparison of offers, the 
Purchaser may, at its discretion, ask the Vendor for any clarification(s) of its 
offer.  The request for clarification and the response shall be in writing and no 
change in the price substance of the offer shall be sought, offered or permitted. 

 
21. Evaluation of Techno-Commercial Offers 

 
21.1 During the technical-commercial evaluation, Purchaser at its discretion may call 

upon the Vendors to give presentation on their offer, to explain their capability 
to undertake the project and to respond to any question from Purchaser. 

 
21.2 The Purchaser will determine the substantial responsiveness of each offer to 

the RFP conditions.  A substantially responsive offer is one, which conforms to 
all the terms and conditions of RFP Documents without material deviation.  The 
Purchaser shall, at its entire discretion, determine what constitutes a “material 
deviation” and its decision thereon shall be final and conclusive. 

 
21.3 An offer determined as not substantially responsive will be rejected by the 

Purchaser and may not subsequently be made responsive by the Vendor by 
correction of the non-conformity. 

 
21.4 Further examination of only such offers determined to be substantially 

responsive will be taken up and Techno-Commercial clarifications/ discussions, 
if considered necessary, obtained/held with such Vendors to determine the 
acceptability of the offers. 
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22.  Evaluation of Financial Offers 
 

22.1   The financial offers of the technically and commercially acceptable Vendors will 
be opened in the presence of Vendor’s authorized representative(s) who 
choose to attend on the date and time of opening of financial offers. The 
financial bids of those bidders who are not technically acceptable, would be 
returned to them unopened.  

 
22.2 Evaluation of the financial offers and ranking of the Vendors shall be based on 

the following criteria: 
 

The Net Present Value (NPV) of CIF prices of all the equipment & software 
quoted by the Vendor will be taken after deducting any discount which has 
been indicated by the Vendor in their price quotes. This will be added to the Net 
Present value (NPV) of total AMC and spares cost for arriving at the total 
quoted value of the bidder. Cost of AMC for a period of seven years calculated 
to present value at a discount rate of 12% per annum for evaluation. Cost of 
Spares to be handed over at the end of seven year AMC period shall be 
discounted @12% per annum. 
 
Purchaser has the right to negotiate the prices with the overall lowest quote 
Vendor on total quoted package price and make counter offer on the prices 
quoted. The negotiations would be on total package price and/ or itemized 
prices. 

 
Note:  Arithmetic errors will be rectified on the following basis.  If there is a 

discrepancy between the unit price and the total price that is obtained by 
multiplying the unit price and quantity, the unit price shall prevail and total price 
will be corrected.  If there is a discrepancy between the total offer amount and 
the sum of total prices, the sum of total prices shall prevail and the total offer 
amount will be corrected.  If anywhere, prices are quoted in figures and words 
and if there were discrepancy between the two, words would prevail.  Vendors 
shall accordingly be bound by the terms of their respective offers corrected in 
accordance with this paragraph. 

 
23.  Contacting the Purchaser 
 
23.1  Subject to Clause 18, no Vendor shall try to influence the Purchaser on any 

matter relating to its offer, from the time of the offer opening till the time the 
contract is awarded. 

 
23.2   Any effort by a Vendor to influence the Purchaser in the Offer Evaluation, 

comparison or contract award decisions may result in the rejection of his offer. 
 
23.3 The Purchaser shall in its entire discretion decide on what constitutes 

“influence” under this Clause and its decision thereon shall be final and 
conclusive. 

 
 24.  Award of Contract 
 

The Purchaser may consider award of contract for commercial supplies on that 
Vendor whose offer has been found technically, commercially and financially 
acceptable.   
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25. Award Criterion  
 

Subject to Clause 27 below, the Purchaser may award the contract to 
successful Vendor whose offer has been determined to be substantially 
responsive, technically and commercially acceptable and has been determined 
as the lowest evaluated price offer provided further that Vendor is determined 
by the Purchaser to be fully qualified to perform the contract satisfactorily. 

 
26. Purchaser’s Right to Vary quantities 
 
26.1 The Purchaser reserves the right to increase or decrease up to 25% of the 

quantity of goods and services specified in the schedule of requirements, 
without any change in the unit prices and other terms and conditions as 
applicable at the time of award of contract, at its entire discretion.  

 
26.2 In exceptional situation where the requirement is of an emergent nature and it 

is necessary to ensure continued supplies from the existing Contractors, the 
Purchaser reserves the right to place repeat order up to 50% of the quantities 
of goods and services contained in the running contract within a period of 
twelve months from the date of purchase order, at the same rate or a rate 
negotiated (downwardly) with the existing Contractors considering the 
reasonability of rates  based on prevailing market conditions. 

 
27.  Purchaser’s Right to Accept any Offer and to Reject any or all Offers: 
 
27.1    The Purchaser reserves the right to accept or reject any offer, and to annul the 

RFP process and reject all offers, at any time prior to award of contract without 
assigning any reasons whatsoever and without thereby incurring any liability to 
the affected Vendor(s) on the grounds of the Purchaser’s action. 

 
27.2  Purchaser reserves the right to disqualify such Vendor(s) who have a poor 

track record of not meeting the contractual obligations, against earlier contracts 
either entered into directly with the Purchaser, its subsidiary/principals/joint 
venture companies or acquired as a result of the vendor(s) acquiring interest in 
other companies. 

 
28. Notification of Award (Issue Of Letter Of Intent) 
 
28.1 Prior to the expiry of the period of offer validity, the Purchaser will notify the 

successful Vendor in writing through a Letter of Intent (LoI) by Registered letter 
or FAX which will be confirmed in writing by Registered letter. 

 
28.2 Upon the successful Vendor furnishing the Performance Bank Guarantee 

pursuant to Clause 4 of General Conditions of Contract (Section-III) and 
unconditional/unequivocal acceptance of the LOI, the Purchase Order shall be 
issued.   

 
28.3   The issue of purchase order on the receipt of unconditional acceptance of LOI 

along with the performance security shall constitute the award of the contract 
on the Vendor. 
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28.4   The Purchaser will promptly discharge the bid security to each unsuccessful            
Vendor. 

 
29.    Signing Of Contract 

 
29.1   The issue of Purchase order shall constitute the award of contract on the 

Vendor. 
 
29.2 Upon the Vendor furnishing the Performance Bank Guarantee, the Purchaser 

shall discharge its bid security. 
 
30.  Annulment of Letter of Intent: 
 

Failure of the successful Vendor to comply with the requirement of clause 28.2 
above shall constitute sufficient ground for the annulment of the acceptance of 
the offer and forfeiture of the bid security in which event the Purchaser may 
make the offer to any other Vendor at its discretion or call for new RFP.  The 
annulment may be effected by the Purchaser without recourse to a Court of law 
and the Vendor shall not be entitled to make any claim whatsoever against the 
Purchaser on an annulment properly effected under this Clause. 
 

31.  Quality Assurance (QA) Requirements 
 
The Contractor shall have a Quality Management System supported and 
evidenced by the following: 
 
- A Quality Policy. 
- A management representative with authority and responsibility for fulfilling 

QA requirements and for interfacing with Purchaser in matters of Quality. 
- Procedure for controlling design/production engineering, material, choice of 

components/Vendors manufacturing and packaging process for supplying 
quality products. 

- System of Inwards Goods Inspection. 
- System to calibrate and maintain required measuring and test equipment. 
- System for tracing the cause for non-conformance(traceability) and 

segregating products which do not conform to specifications. 
- Configuration management and change-control mechanism. 
- A Quality Plan for the product. 
- Periodical internal quality audits. 
 

32.  Outright Rejection of the Non-Compliant Offers 
 
While all the conditions specified in the RFP Documents are critical and are to 
be complied with, special attention of Vendor is invited to the following clauses 
of the RFP document, non-compliance of any one of which shall result in 
outright rejection of the offer. 
 
(i) Clause 15.1 of Section II-The offers will be recorded/returned unopened, 

if covers are not properly sealed  
(ii) Clause 11.4 Section II-The offers will be rejected at opening stage if bid 

security and tender fee is not submitted as per Clause 11.2 and offer 
validity is less than the prescribed in Clause 12.1 mentioned above. 
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(iii) Clause 3  Section II-If the eligibility condition as per clause 3, Section II 
is not met and/or the documents prescribed to establish the eligibility  
are not enclosed, the offers will be rejected without further evaluation. 

(iv) Section-III “General Conditions of Contract” and Section-IV “Special 
Conditions of Contract” & Section-VI “Technical Section” compliance if 
given using ambiguous words like ‘Noted: Understood’, ‘Noted & 
Understood’ shall not be accepted as compliance. Mere ‘Complied’ will 
also not be sufficient. Reference to the enclosed document showing 
compliances must be given. 

(v) Section-VII - Price Schedule: Prices are not filled in as prescribed in 
price schedule. 
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SECTION - III 
 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT  
 
1.  Application 
 
 The General conditions shall apply in contracts made by the Purchaser for the 

procurement of Goods. 
 
2.  Standards 
 

The goods supplied under this contract shall confirm to the standards 
prescribed in the Technical Section of this RFP. 

 
3.  Patent Rights 
 

The Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser against all third-party claims/actions 
of infringement of patent, trademark or industrial design rights arising from use 
of the goods or any part thereof. 

 
4. Performance Bank Guarantee  
 
4.1 Within 15 days after the receipt of the LoI, the Vendor shall furnish 

Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG) for the sum equal to 12% of the value of 
contract price. This guarantee shall be valid for a period of 18 months. 

 
4.2 In the event, guarantee of full value has not been submitted within the 

stipulated period, LoI will stand automatically cancelled without any further  
reference or notice unless time is extended in writing by CEO, MTML as the 
case may be pursuant to the request received from the Vendor prior to expiry of 
the period disclosing sufficient reasons for grant of further time. 

 
4.3 The proceeds of the performance security shall be forfeited in favour of the 

Purchaser as compensation for any loss resulting from the Contractor’s failure 
to complete its obligations under the contract. 

 
4.4 The PBG shall be in the form of a bank guarantee issued by First Class 

Commercial Bank in Mauritius and in the form provided in the RFP in 
Annexure-II.   

 
4.5 The PBG will be discharged/released by the Purchaser after completion of the 

Contractor’s performance obligations on the successful completion of warranty 
period, unless there are specific reasons, on record, for not to release the PBG. 

 
5. Factory Inspection and Acceptance Tests 
 
5.1 Factory Inspection 
 
5.1.1 The Purchaser or his representative shall have the right to inspect and test the 

goods for their conformity to the Specifications.  The test schedule will be 
decided by Purchaser keeping in mind the facilities of testing & system design.  
Where the Purchaser decides to conduct such tests on the premises of the 
Contractor or its sub-contractor(s), all reasonable facilities and assistance like 
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Testing Instruments and other test gadgets including access to drawings and 
production data shall be furnished to the inspectors at no charge to the 
Purchaser. Number of personnel to be deputed for the purpose of inspection, 
testing etc. shall be decided by Purchaser and the costs such as air ticket, 
lodging and local transportation, daily allowances etc. shall borne by the 
Purchaser. Any other expenses relating to such inspection testing shall be 
borne by the Contractor. 

 
5.1.2 Testing/inspection of equipment will be carried out after necessary mutual 

discussions while taking into consideration the facilities of testing and system 
design. 

 
5.1.3 The Contractor shall give a schedule of factory testing and acceptance testing 

in field against specifications as indicated in Technical Section indicating the 
type of test and  duration of test. It shall be the prerogative of Purchaser to 
decide on the final test schedule.  

 
5.1.4 In case of retesting of equipment, on account of failure of the equipment during 

the process of tests, the complete expense of retesting including the air ticket, 
lodging and local transportation, daily allowances etc. of the representatives of 
Purchaser, shall be borne by the Contractor and no extension of delivery 
schedule on this account shall be given to the Contractor without liquidated 
damages. 

 
5.1.5 Should any inspected or tested goods fail to conform to the specifications, the 

Purchaser may reject them and the Contractor shall either replace the rejected 
goods or made all alterations necessary to meet specification requirements free 
of cost to the Purchaser. 

 
5.2 Acceptance Testing: Notwithstanding the pre-supply tests and inspections 

prescribed in clause 5.1 above, the equipment and accessories, if any, on 
receipt in the Purchaser’s premises will also be tested during and after 
installation before “take over” and if any equipment or part thereof are found 
defective, the same shall be replaced free of all costs to the Purchaser as laid 
down in clause 5.3 below within such time so as not to delay the project 
commissioning. 

 
5.3 If any equipment or any part thereof, before it is taken over, is found to be 

defective or fails to fulfil the requirements of the contract, the Purchaser shall 
give notice to the Contractor setting forth details of such defects or failure and 
the Contractor, shall make the defective equipment good, or alter the same to 
make it comply with the requirements of the contract forthwith. These 
replacements shall be made by the Contractor free of all charges at site.  
Should it fail to do so within this time, the Purchaser reserves the discretion to 
reject and replace at the cost of the Contractor, the whole or any portion of the 
equipment as the case may be.  Also, any additional cost arising due to such 
delay shall be borne by the Contractor.  This shall also include the cost of extra 
stay of inspection team etc. The cost of any replacement made by the 
Purchaser or additional cost referred above shall be deducted from the amount 
payable to the Contractor. 

 
5.4 When all performance tests to the satisfaction of Purchaser are carried out as 

per details in Clause 5.3 above and commissioning (Clause 2(p) of Section-II), 
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the Purchaser will issue a “Taking Over Certificate”.  The Purchaser shall not 
delay the issue of any  “Taking Over Certificate” contemplated by this clause on 
account of minor defects in the equipment, which do not materially affect the 
commercial use thereof provided that the Contractor shall undertake to make 
good the same in a time period not exceeding six weeks. 

 
5.5 Nothing in this clause shall in any way release the Contractor from any 

warranty or other obligations under this contract. 
 
5.6      Inspection and testing shall be as per provisions in the Technical Section 

(Section-VI) or as per details finalized between Contractor and Purchaser. 
 
6. Delivery & Warehousing 
 
6.1.1 The delivery of the equipment shall commence as specified and be completed 

within time schedule specified in schedule of requirements and this along with 
completion of the turnkey project as per schedule shall be the essence of the 
contract. 

 
6.2. The vendor will make his own arrangement for the storage of the goods at 

Mauritius. He will transport the goods to the required Site as per the 
requirement of the turnkey project at his cost including transportation, handling 
charges etc. 

 
 6.3 The goods shall remain at the risk of the Contractor until completion of the              

turnkey project i.e. issue of ‘Taking Over Certificate”. 
 
7.  Training 
 
7.1  The Contractor shall provide training for 20 man weeks to personnel (Technical 

and Finance) of the Purchaser, free of cost at the Contractor’s training centre. 
The training shall be thorough and effective so that the trainees shall get 
adequate knowledge of whole system including planning, installation, operation/ 
maintenance, routine checks, backup & restoration etc. of the various system & 
subsystems and after training the trainees should be able to independently  
handle the installation, operation and maintenance of the various system. The 
location of the training along with details of training to be conducted shall be 
indicated by the Contractor. 

 
7.2  The travel expenses, boarding and lodging for the trainees shall be borne by 

the Purchaser.  
 
7.3  The Contractor shall also deliver 10 man-weeks of on job training to personnel 

of the Purchaser in Operation & Maintenance of various systems & sub 
systems.  

 

7.4  The Contractor shall provide all training materials and documents and training 
aids free of cost. 
 

7.5 The bidder shall impart training to personnels of MTML in all aspects for the 
components supplied including installation, configurations, routine checks, backup & 
restoration, operation and maintenance etc.   
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8.  Warranty 
 
8.1 The warrant shall be for one year after the taking over of equipments. 

Contractor shall warrant that stores supplied shall be new and free from all 
defects and faults in material, workmanship and manufacture and shall be of 
the highest grade and consistent with the established and generally accepted 
standards for materials of the type ordered and shall perform in full conformity 
with the specifications and drawings.  The Contractor shall be responsible for 
any defects that may develop under the conditions provided by the Contractor 
and under proper use, arising from faulty materials, design or workmanship 
such as corrosion of the equipment, inadequate quality of material to meet 
equipment requirements, inadequate contact protection, deficiencies in circuit 
design and or otherwise and shall remedy such defects at his own cost when 
called upon to do so by the Purchaser who shall state in writing in what respect 
stores is faulty.  The warranty shall survive inspection or payment for, and 
acceptance of goods, but shall expire except in respect of complaints notified 
prior to such date, one year after the equipments have been taken over under 
clause 5.4.  Warranty shall also include replacement of faulty software. 

 
8.2 If, it becomes necessary for the Contractor to replace or renew any defective 

portion/portions of the equipment under this clause, the provisions of the clause 
shall apply to the portion/portions of equipment so replaced or renewed or until 
the end of the above mentioned warranty period.  If any defect is not remedied 
within a reasonable time, the Purchaser may proceed to do the work at the 
Contractor’s risk and expenses, but without prejudice to any other rights, which 
the Purchaser may have against the Contractor in respect of such defects. 

 
8.3 To meet the warranty obligations, the Contractor shall store requisite spares at 

the Purchaser’s site. The turn around time for repairs of the faulty equipments 
shall be same as during the AMC period. The system availability shall be more 
than 99.99% during warranty period. The spares stocks shall be maintained by 
the contractor based on detailed MTBF of different components. 

 
8.4 Replacement under warranty clause shall be made by the Contractor, free of all 

charges at site, including freight, insurance and other incidental charges. 
 

9.  Spares 
 

9.1      The Vendor shall quote his prices of complete equipment as per Price 
Schedule, keeping in view the free supply of all spares for one year during 
warranty period.  For this purpose, the Vendor shall submit a detailed list of 
these spares in the offer itself.  These spares shall be supplied along with main 
equipment.  A certificate to ensure that these spares shall be sufficient for 
system maintenance during the warranty period, shall have to be given by the 
Contractor and any additional spares, if required shall be supplied free of cost.  
The Purchaser shall have the right to use these spares during warranty period 
and these shall be stored at MTML Mauritius as per requirement. 

 
9.2      (a) Vendor shall ensure the availability of these spares for at least 10 years 

after successful completion of warranty period. 
 

(b)  In the event of termination of production of the spare parts: 
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(i)  Advance notification to the Purchaser of the pending termination (not 
less than 2 years) in sufficient time to permit the Purchaser to 
procure needed requirement; and  

(ii)  Following such advance intimation of termination, furnishing at no 
cost to the Purchaser, the blue prints, drawings and specifications of 
spare parts, if and when requested.  

 
9.3 AMC shall include supply, repair and a turn around of spares. Transportation 

and return of spares shall be borne by the Vendor. 
 

10. Payment Terms 
Payment shall be made in USD as specified in the contract in the following 
manner: 

 
10.1 For Equipment/ Hardware Supplies 
 

a)  70% of the total invoice value of goods would be paid on delivery 
through LC. This LC will be opened by the purchaser at least two weeks 
in advance before the expected date of dispatch. To enable the 
purchaser to make the LC, the supplier shall intimate the expected date 
of delivery 30 days in advance. For clearing the LC, the following 
documents are to be sent to our bankers through whom the LC is 
established. 

(a) Proforma invoice based on the BOQ 
(b) BoQ& Packing List 
(c) Certificate of origin 
(d) Airway/Bill of lading  
(e) Insurance certificate 
(f) A copy of manufacturers guarantee certificate 
(g) A copy of the contractor’s factory inspection certificate. 
 

b)  30% of the CIF value of the goods on commissioning & issue of take 
over certificate shall be paid through wire transfer on submission of Take 
Over Certificate from the purchaser.  

 
10.2 For Software and Services 
 

a) 80% payment will be by wire transfer after successful installation, 
Acceptance testing and commissioning of the system and issuance of 
“Taking Over Certificate (TOC)”. 

b) 10% payment will be by wire transfer after three months of TOC. 
c) Balance 10% payment by wire transfer after expiry of warranty period. 

 
10.3 Payment for AMC shall be made on quarterly basis at the end or beginning 

of AMC period as indicated in AMC conditions. If payment is to be made in 
advance then Performane Bank Guarantee for the amount of AMC at the 
time of signing of the AMC agreement will be submitted by contractor. 

 
10.4 The supplier may ask for advance payment not exceeding 25% of Project 

cost against the additional Bank Guarentee of equivalent amount submitted 
by supplier. The same will deducted from the payments to be made towards 
the supplier’s invoices. 
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11. Change in Orders 
 

11.1 The Purchaser may, at any time, by a written order to the Contractor, make 
changes within the general scope of the contract, without affecting the delivery 
schedule, in any one or more of the following: 

 
a)  Drawings, designs or specifications, where goods to be furnished under 

the contract are to be specifically manufactured for the Purchaser; 
b)  The method of transportation or packing; 
c)  The place of delivery. 

 
11.2 If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost or the time 

required for the execution of the contract, an equitable adjustment shall be 
made in the contract price or delivery schedule, or both, and the contract shall 
accordingly be amended. Any proposal by the Contractor for adjustment under 
this clause must be made within thirty days from the date of receipt of the 
change in order. 

 
12. Sub-Contracts 
 
12.1 The Contractor cannot assign/transfer and sub-contract its interests/obligations 

under the contract without the prior written permission of the Purchaser. 
 
12.2 The Contractor shall notify the Purchaser in writing of all sub contracts awarded 

under this contract if not already specified in his offer. Such notification, in his 
original offer or later shall not relieve the Contractor from any liability or 
obligation under the contract.  

 
13. Delays in the Contractor’s Performance 
 
13.1  Deliveries of the goods and performance of services shall be made by the 

Contractor in accordance with the time schedule specified by the Purchaser in 
its purchase order. 

 
13.2 Delay by the Contractor in the performance of its delivery obligations, shall 

render the Contractor liable to any or all of the following sanctions; forfeiture of 
its PBG, imposition of liquidated damages and/or termination of the contract for 
default. 
 

13.3 If at any time during the performance of the contract, the Contractor or its sub 
Contractor(s), if permitted under Clause 12.1, should encounter conditions 
impeding timely delivery of the goods and performance of service, the 
Contractor shall promptly notify the Purchaser in writing of the fact of the delay, 
its likely duration and its cause(s).  As soon as practicable after receipt of the 
Contractor’s notice, the Purchaser shall evaluate the situation and may at its 
discretion extend the period for performance of the contract (on the merit of the 
case after mutual discussion with the Contractor). 
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14. Progress Report 
 
The Contractor shall, at its own costs, compile, prepare and submit on time, 
periodical progress reports (fortnightly or as required by the Purchaser) on the 
progress of delivery, implementation or both, whichever applicable, in respect of 
purchase order issued by the Purchaser. 

 
15. Liquidated Damage 
 
15.1 The date of delivery of the equipments and Installation/ Commissioning 

stipulated in the the tender should be deemed to be the essence of the contract 
and delivery/Installation & Commissioning must be completed not later than the 
dates specified therein. Extension will not be given except in exceptional 
circumstances. Should, however, deliveries be made/installation & 
commissioning is delayed after expiry of the contracted delivery period, without 
prior concurrence of the purchaser and be accepted by the consignee, such 
delivery/installation & commissioning will not deprive the purchaser of his right 
to recover liquidated damage under clause 15.2 below.  However, when supply 
is made within 21 days of the contracted original delivery period, the consignee 
may accept the stores and in such cases the provision of clause 15.2 will not 
apply. 

 
15.2 (a) For delivery of Equipments:  
 

Should the supplier fails to deliver the store or any consignment thereof within 
the period prescribed for delivery, the purchaser shall be entitled to recover 0.5 
% of the value of the delayed supply for each week of delay or part thereof for a 
period up to 10 (TEN) weeks and thereafter at the rate of 0.7% of the value of 
the delayed supply for each week of delay or part thereof for another TEN 
weeks of delay.  In the case of package supply where the delayed portion of the 
supply materially hampers installation and commissioning of the systems, L/D 
charges shall be levied as above on the total value of the concerned package 
of the Purchase Order. However, when supply is made within 21 days of QA 
clearance in the extended delivery period, the consignee may accept the stores 
and in such cases the LD shall be levied upto the date of QA clearance.  

 
15.2 (b) Installation & Commissioning:  
 

Should the supplier fail to install and commission the project within the 
stipulated time the purchaser shall be entitled to recover 0.5% of the value of 
the purchase order for each week of delay or part thereof for a period upto 10 
(TEN) weeks and thereafter @ 0.7% of the value of purchase order for each 
week of delay or part thereof for another 10 (TEN) weeks of delay. In cases, 
where the delay affects installation & commissioning of part of the project and 
part of the equipment is already in commercial use, then in such cases, LD 
shall be levied on the affected part of the project.  
 

15.2 (c) Migration of databases and integration with existing systems: 
 

The vendor will be solely responsible for migrating the existing databases from 
the existing systems and integrating with all other network elements present at 
the time of integration wherever required, through coordination with existing 
equipment suppliers/ database administrators. The principle of ‘later entrant 
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responsible for interconnection’ shall apply. The migration of all the databases 
need to be completed within the delivery schedule mentioned in RFP. The 
purchaser will provide whatever information it has but the liasioning with the 
existing equipmet suppliers will be the responsibility of the vendor. The vendor 
has to make all efforts to complete the task within the time schedule. 
 

15.3    Quantum of liquidated damages assessed and levied by the purchaser shall be 
final and not challengeable by the supplier. 

 
15.4    The total LD amount to be recovered in no case shall exceed 12% of the PO 

value. 
 
16. Insurance 
  

Insurance should cover Contractor’s all risks valid up to issue of “Taking Over 
Certificate”.  It should cover Third Party Insurance, accident or injury to 
workmen and Transit Insurance for 110 % of value of goods.    

 
The insurance shall be for an amount equal to 110 % of the CIF value of the 
goods from "warehouse to warehouse" on "all risks" basis including risks of 
TPND, SRCC and war clauses. All the items shall be fully insured by the 
Contractor up to the final destination. 

 
Any item/part damage/ lost shall be replaced by the Contractor free of charge 
at first and the insurance claim shall be made by the Contractor to recover the 
cost of damaged/ lost goods. 
 
The insurance policy shall remain valid till the date of issuance of Taking Over 
Certificate. 
 

17. Force Majeure  
 
17.1 If at anytime, during the continuance of this contract, the performance in whole 

or in part by either party of any obligations under this contract shall be 
prevented or delayed by reason of any war, or hostility, acts of the public 
enemy, civil commotion, sabotage, fires, floods, explosions, epidemics, 
quarantine restriction, strikes, lockouts or act of God (Hereinafter referred to as 
events) provided notice of happenings, of any such eventuality is given by the 
either party to the other within 21 days from the date of occurrence thereof, 
neither party shall by reason of such event be entitled to terminate this and 
contract shall be resumed as soon as practicable after such event may come to 
an end or cease to exist, and the decision of the Purchaser as to whether the 
deliveries have been so resumed or not shall be final and conclusive, provided 
further that if the performance in whole or part of any obligation under this 
contract is prevented or delayed by reason of any such event for a period 
exceeding 60 days either party may, at its option terminate the contract. 

 
17.2 Provided also that if the contract is terminated under this clause, the Purchaser 

shall be at liberty to take over from the Contractor at a price to be fixed by the 
Purchaser, which shall be final, all unused, undamaged and acceptable 
materials, bought out components and stores in course of manufacturer in 
possession of the Contractor at the time of such termination of such portions 
thereof as the Purchaser may deem fit excepting such materials / bought out 
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components and stores as the Contractor may with concurrence of the 
Purchaser elect to retain. 

 
18.       Termination for Default 
 
18.1 The Purchaser may, without prejudice to any other remedy for breach of 

contract, by written notice of default, sent to the Contractor, terminate this 
contract in whole or in part, 

 
a)  if the Contractor fails to deliver any or all of the goods/services within the 

time period(s) specified in the Contract, or any extension thereof granted 
by the Purchaser pursuant to Clause 13.3. 

b)  if the Contractor fails to perform any obligation(s) under the Contract; 
and 

c)  if the Contractor, in either of the above circumstances, does not remedy 
his failure within a period of 30 days (or such longer period as the 
Purchaser may authorize in writing) after receipt of the default notice 
from the Purchaser. 

 
18.2 In the event that the Purchaser terminates the contract in whole or in part, 

pursuant to clause 18.1, the Purchaser may procure, upon such terms and in 
such manner as it deems appropriate, goods similar to those undelivered and 
the Contractor shall be liable to the Purchaser for any excess cost for such 
similar goods.  This liability shall be without prejudice to any other claim which 
the Purchaser shall be entitled to make against the Contractor.  However, the 
Contractor shall continue performance of the contract to the extent not 
terminated.  The Purchaser may, without prejudice, on the happening of any of 
circumstances, to its other rights under law or the contract provided elsewhere, 
purchase the balance quantity of the goods at the risk and cost of the 
Contractor and look to him for the payments thereof and can also claim a set 
off of any dues payable under the contract to the Contractor against his any 
dues under the contract or any previous contract.  

 
19. Termination for Insolvency 
 

The Purchaser may at any time terminate the contract by giving written notice 
to the Contractor, without compensation, if the Contractor becomes unwilling, 
bankrupt or otherwise insolvent, provided that such termination will not 
prejudice or affect any right of action or remedy which has accrued or will 
accrue thereafter to the Purchaser. 

 
20. Arbitration & Conciliation 

 

Any dispute, which remains to be resolved through amicable and good faith 
discussions between the parties within 180 days of the beginning of such 
discussion, shall be resolved in accordance with the Rules of United Nations 
Commission for International Trade Law (UNCTRIAL).  The venue of arbitration 
shall be Mauritius.  The laws of the Republic of Mauritius shall be applicable in 
arbitration.  The language used in arbitration proceedings shall be in English.  
Each party shall bear its own cost for making submission to the Arbitration.  
The Arbitrator shall be appointed by the common consent of both parties, failing 
which by the Judge in Chambers of the Supreme Court of Mauritius on the 
application of either or both parties. 
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21. Subject Laws and Jurisdiction 
 

The contract shall be governed by Mauritius Laws and the Courts at Mauritius 
will have jurisdiction to entertain any dispute or claim arising on the contract. 

 
22. Set Off 
 

Any sum of money due and payable to the Contractor (including security 
deposit refundable to him) under this contract may be appropriated by the 
Purchaser or the Govt. or any other person or persons contracting through the 
Purchaser and set off the same against any claim of the Purchaser or Govt. or 
such other person or persons for payment of a sum of money arising out of this 
contract or under any other contract made by the Contractor with the Purchaser 
i.e. the Purchaser or Govt. or such other person or persons contracting through 
the Purchaser or Govt.  

 
It is an agreed term of the contract that the sum of money so appropriated 
under this clause by the Purchaser or Government will be kept withheld as such 
by the Purchaser or Government till his claim arising out of the same contract or 
any other contract is either mutually settled or determined by the competent 
court and that the Contractor shall have no claim for interest or damages 
whatsoever on this account or on any other ground in respect of any sum of 
money withheld under this clause and duly notified as such to the Contractor. 

 
23. Notices 
 
23.1 Any notice given by one party to the other pursuant to the contract shall be sent 

in writing or by FAX or cable and confirmed in writing, by registered post.  For 
the purposes of this Clause, the contact details of the Purchaser is: 
 
Chief Executive Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd 
MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene, Mauritius. Fax: (230)-52940606 

 
23.2 The Purchaser shall notify the Contractor in accordance with Clause 23.1 

above in case of any amendment of the contact details specified in the said 
Clause 23.1. 

 
23.3 The Contractor shall similarly notify the Purchaser of its contact details and any 

subsequent amendment thereto in accordance with Clauses 23.1 and 23.2. 
 
23.4 A notice shall be effective when delivered or on the notice’s effective date, 

whichever is later. 
 
24. Confidentiality 
 

The Contractor agrees that the terms of the contract shall remain confidential.  
The Contractor and its agents, employees and/or representatives may not 
disclose any term or condition of the agreement without the prior written 
authorisation of the Purchaser. 
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SECTION –IV (A) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT 

1. The special conditions of the contract shall supplement the 'Instructions to the 
Bidders' as contained in Section II & "General Conditions of the Contract" as 
contained in Section III and wherever there is a conflict, the provisions under 
special conditions of contract shall prevail over those in any other section of this 
RFP. The bidder is required to take note of all points in this section which are to be 
complied with and bid submitted accordingly, evenif there is no mention of any item in 
any other place in the RFP or it is contradictory.  

2. If the date fixed for opening of bids is subsequently declared as holiday by the 
Government of Mauritius, the revised schedule will be notified. However, in absence 
of such notification, the bids will be opened on the next working day, time and 
venue remaining unaltered. 

3. A soft copy of the techno-commercial bid shall be supplied duly sealed. In case of 
any discrepancies between the hard and soft copies of the bid, the former shall 
prevail. 

4. (a) The proof of payment of bid security along with the payment for tender fee shall 
be submitted along with the bids in a separate cover. This cover should be superscribed 
as "BID SECURITY” FOR TENDER NO.MTML/SMSC/RFP/2020/1. 

(b) In case where the documents of bid security are not submitted in the manner 
prescribed, the bid containing the commercial, technical and financial offers SHALL BE 
REJECTED AND RETURNED TO THE BIDDER UNOPENED. 

5. (i)The supply of equipment /stores will strictly adhered to the schedule as described 
in the Purchase Order. 

(ii)For third party branded items such as computers, servers, storage-devices, 
computer-peripherals, LAN core network and VASes, Firewall etc. NEBS-3 (GR-63 
core/Bellcore-63 compliant) by third party accredited labs would also be acceptable 
in place of QM-333. The certification is to be submitted along with the equipment. 

6. Purchaser reserves the right to disqualify such bidders who have a record of not 
meeting contractual obligations against earlier contracts entered into with the 
purchaser. Purchaser reserves the right to blacklist a bidder in case he fails to 
honour his bid without sufficient grounds. 

7.      Any clarification issued by the purchaser in response to query raised by prospective 
bidders shall form an integral part of bid documents and it will amount to 
amendment of relevant clauses of the bid documents. 

 8.    This RFP is for 4 items – SMSC, SMS Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) System 
and Over-The-Air (OTA) platform. The financial bid is to be submitted as per the 
Price schedule specified in the RFP Section VII in the format given in 
Table I A, I B, II, III & IV and should be submitted separately in 4 parts: 

 

Part -A:  For Short Message Service Center (SMSC) 

Part -B:  For SMS Firewall 
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Part -C:  For Missed Call Alert (MCA) System 

Part –D: For Over-The-Air (OTA) Platform 

 

The bidder is free to submit his bid for any or all the 4 parts mentioned above. The 

evaluation for all 4 parts will be done separately by taking the quoted prices at Net 

present Value for all tables together (except Table-V).  

 

The bidders may also additionally give the option of providing these systems on 

OPEX or Revenue Share model, if they have such options, in the format specified 

in Table V of Section VII of this RFP. 

 

 
 9.  AWARD CRITERIA:  
 

MTML reserves the right to award the contract to the successful bidder whose 
bid has been determined to be substantially responsive, technically and 
commercially acceptable and has been determined as the lowest evaluated 
price bid provided further that bidder is determined by the purchaser to be fully 
qualified to perform the contract satisfactorily. 

(a) The purchaser reserves the rights to counter offer price(s) against the price(s) 
quoted by any bidder. For the existing network elements, the bidders are free to 
quote either for expnsion/upgradation or replacement with new network element. 
There should be only one option out of above.  

(b)   Purchaser requires that bidder shall quote for complete bill of material and 
all other items of cost for complete scope of work, meeting fully and completely 
the tendered technical specification for total demand as given in Section-V and 
Section-VII. Any deficiency in bill of material, Hardware, software or other items 
of cost will be provided by the bidder free of cost for successful implementation 
of the project. 

In case bidder has not quoted for some of the items which are essential for 
turnkey solution, it will be presumed that cost of such items is covered and is 
part of some other subsystem and no extra amount is payable by purchaser. In 
the evaluation of bids, cost of such item shall be taken as ‘nil’ while the same 
shall be made available to purchaser as per requirement without any additional 
cost. The successful bidder will be required to supply all material/goods required 
to make the equipment operative, after integrating with the existing network 
(even if it is not shown in the Bill of Material). 

 
10.   The purchaser shall provide the space, commercial AC mains power/ DC 

Power and air conditioning at existing MTML premise in Ebene. The bidders 
shall indicate the space and power required for each equipment. The bidder 
shall arrange for extension of DC power supply, AC power supply, earthing etc from 
the existing available points at MTML site to the equipments. 

 
11.    The bidder has to ensure that all functions, features currently available in the existing 

SMSC, MCA, which is being replaced by the bidder’s system continue to work 
seamlessly.The SMSC, MCA, OTA needs to be integrated with the existing core 
network and billing / OCS. 
 

12. The system proposed should support both Prepaid and Postpaid subscribers. 

The proposal should be sent  with an executive summary that shall briefly 
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outlines thekey elements of Vendor’s response, highlighting any major features, 

functions, or areas of support that differentiate Vendor’s solution in order for 

operator to win the competition in the market, as well as the major reasons why 

operator has to choose the Vendor. 

 
13. The successful bidder shall be required to connect the system with the existing core 

network equipments, banks, Payment Gateway, content providers, SMPP partners, 
Roamig partners, Call Centre system, any other system provided by 3rd parties to 
MTML to run its services. 

 
14.   The bidder shall quote any new/enhanced services/features which may be 

required for competitive advantage of MTML for inclusion at the discretion of 
MTML as an optional item. The solution proposed must be able to meet the 
capacity and service requirements ensuring redundancy in terms of network 
topology, hardware, cards, servers, disk arrays and all related elements. 

15. The bidder shall furnish the details about make, model no., supplier and the cost 
of each item separately.The bidder shall quote for only one make, model and 
manufacturer for each of the network elements. Once quoted in the bid, no 
change of make, model or manufacturer shall ordinarily, be permitted. Not 
more than one independent and complete offer shall be permitted from the 
bidder. 

 
16. All third party equipment should be of proven technology and supported by 

documents for its successful operation of similar or higher configuration for 
minimum three years in any other network. 

 
17. The bidder shall ensure redundancy in terms of network topology, servers, 

disk arrays, backups, links, interfaces, cards and all the network elements 
quoted. 

 
18. The bidder shall ensure that the bid is complete and comprehensive as regards to 

detailed hardware, softwares, license, modulelevel BoM. The bidders shall provide 
unpriced Bill of Materials (BoM) for each of the systemelements of each Module/unit 
together with their Quantityrequired to meet the performancerequirement sought for 
in the tender in theTechno-Commercial bid.   

 
19. The bidders shall furnish detailed project implementation schedule by means of 

PERT chart in the bid detailing the various activities involved, their time frame for 
completion and the dependency on other activities. The bidder shall be 
responsible for arranging all the clearances for commercial launch of service. 

 
20. All software licenses including OS, DB, Oracle, Applications, and all softwares shall 

be in the name of MTML allowing for multi users and for unlimited period. 

21. SOFTWARE 

(i)  Software version of the equipment being supplied should be latest & must be 
indicated in the bid. 

(ii)  All the software licenses supplied against this tender shall be perpetual without 
any limitations on use. 
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(iii)  All the system software loaded in the various network elements shall be supplied 
in media suitable for re-loading of the software in the network element, if 
needed. 

(iv) All the Software updates and /or patches required for the maintenance of the 
system supplied will be intimated within one month of its release and 
implemented free of cost within another one month by the successful bidder.  

(v) Support Centre: Successful bidder shall have or will establish Support Centre 
within Six months of award of contract to ensure smooth functioning of 
equipment supplied and to meet requirements from time to time free of charge in 
case of bugs, malfunctions, faults, attacks, failures, emergency etc. The bidders 
shall submit details of location, number of personnel, facility to be made 
available for Support Centre in the bid. 

22.  ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

(i)  Purchaser reserves the right to appoint any testing authority for carrying out 
acceptance testing of the system (incudling all modules and features) and its 
network elements. The acceptance test schedule generally covers the following: 

(a) Check on hardware installation, cabling and wiring. 

(b)  Functional test for various network elements.  

(c) Functional test on individual equipment/network. 

(d) Capacity tests  

(e)   Backup and restoration, Emergency tests 

(e)   Servicetests & pre & post migration tests for all services. 

(f)   Other tests as decided by purchaser 

(ii)  The successful bidder shall submit a comprehensive and complete test schedule 
together with test set-up and procedure for conducting Acceptance Testing on 
each of the network elements to be supplied under this project. The successful 
bidder, after incorporating modifications and / or additions as per MTML 
requirements, if any, shall finalize Acceptance Test schedule at least one month in 
advance of scheduled date of A/T as per the PERT chart.  The Acceptance Test 
Schedule shall clearly indicate the specifications / clause(s) of tender verified by 
each test.  

(iii) The bidder shall make available the software programs and testers required for 
carrying out the acceptance tests as per the schedule. The bidder shall indicate 
whether the software package includes programs for testing the nodes under full 
load conditions and overload conditions by creation of artificial traffic and 
showing the TPS handling capacity of the system. 

(iv) Any component(s) or module(s) failing during the acceptance tests shall be  
replaced free of cost at site by the bidder. These will be delivered within one 
month of the initial reports. 
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(v) The bidder shall provide a project plan for the implementation of the MTML 

project and state the assumptions and dependencies. The bidder shall provide 
project organization structure, detailing the roles and responsibilities of each 
person including details of the expectations of resources required from MTML 
for implementation. 

23.  PACKAGE DISCIPLINE:  

 The bidders as part of their bid, shall indicate the sequence of supply of various 
items to appropriately take care the different lead times required for 
commissioning of the individual network elements. The successful bidder shall 
schedule his supplies to ensure completion ofinstallation, testing, validation and 
commissioning as per schedule.  

24.      Operation and Maintenance:  

24.1 The successful bidder shall carry out all the functions of operation and 
maintenance during the first 3 months of commercial launch.  The successful 
bidder shall fully associate the designated MTML persons during this period 
so that they are able to operate & maintain independently. During this period, 
the successful bidder shall put into operation the set of maintenance 
procedures, backups, periodic test schedules, Report generation & analysis 
and remedial measures to be taken if required, Extraction of performance 
statistics, Statistics regarding customers in various formats and classification as 
required by the purchaser, Management Information System (MIS) parameters 
for fault, performance and planning of network expansion. The successful 
bidder shall also help MTML to put into practice maintenance schedules viz 
opening of appropriate registers for log, backup, test schedule and performance 
and fault recording.  

24.2 All the system elements and software units supplied shall be fully downwardly 
compatible with the existing system and inter work seamlessly without any 
limitation. 

24.3   Technical audit of system Performance: 

MTML reserves the right to carry out technical audit of the network through 
any designated agency from time to time and bidder shall take necessary 
corrective measures to conform to the performance parameters stipulated in 
the tender document within the period of performance guarantee. 

25.  Annual Maintenance Contract 

a) The bidders shall quote for a year wise comprehensive Annual Maintenance 
contract for 7 years. MTML will have the discretion whether to sign the AMC 
contract or not for each year separately. The AMC for 1st year is to be signed at 
the end of warranty period and then for each year separately. The cost shall be 
quoted as a lump sum including visit of the engineers as and when required.  
The terms and conditions for AMC are given in Annexure.  

b) During the warranty period, the successful bidder shall perform all the functions 
as enunciated under the AMC, free of cost. All the penalty clauses shall be 
applicable during the period of warranty in case of failure on part of supplier. 

c) The bidder shall, at the time of submitting the bid, also submit the proposal 
specifying the Fault Control Center location and how the bidder proposes for 
carrying out repairs under AMC. The bidder shall also indicate what spare will 
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be kept at MTML location. The infrastructure planned to be created by the 
bidder to meet his obligations under AMC and his action plan to deal with the 
various situations arising out of hardware and software faults shall be clearly 
indicated. 

26.     General Points: 

(a) The advantage of reduction of taxes/ duties during evaluation of tender 
execution of contract shall be passed on to the purchser i.e. MTML and no 
benefit of increase will be permitted to the supplier. 

(b) The equipment envisaged in this tender shall be capable of supporting IP 
version –6 (IPv6) as and when required by MTML. 

(c) The purchaser reserves the right to commercially exploit the installed 
equipments after the delivery linked payment are made as indicated in payment 
terms or after the prescribed period stipulated for the initial roll out to 
commence whichever is earlier. Such commercial utilization of the network after 
the completion of the prescribed delivery schedule and before commissioning of 
the network shall not entail the successful bidder to claim deemed completion 
or otherwise incomplete obligations under the terms and conditions of this 
tender and shall not relieve bidder of the liability under the relevant clauses 
arising out of such non-completion.  

 27.  Short Message Service Center, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA should support 
400K subscriber capacity with support for BHSM of 800K. It should be scaleable 
to 700K subscribers if MTML desires for expansion in future. The interface 
connecting the billing/OCS, MSC/STP, HLR/HSS, SMPP providers and other 
elements including USSD, IN, IVR, SIP gateway etc will be vendor’s 
responsibility. Bidder should follow all the 3GPP standards and GSMA guidelines 
for integration. Also bidder needs to ensure smooth migration from existing ZTE 
SMSC and MCA platform to the new system. Over-The-Air (OTA) platform shall 
update or change data in smart cards (SIM, UICC, eUICC/eSIM) and will enable 
MTML to introduce new services. The OTA system should ensure secure remote 
management of the 4G and 5G SIM and eSIM file, device configurations and 
application lifecycle. 

 

  28. Network Intergration and Protocol compliance: as per 3GPP, ETSI, ANSI, 
ITU-T, all specifications for Short Message Service Center (SMSC), SMS 
Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) and Over The Air (OTA), SMPP 3.3 and 3.4, 
IETF, SIP, SIGTRAN, MAP, CAMEL, TCAP, RFC 4006, RFC 0768, RFC 3332, 
RFC 0791, RFC 2960, DCCA specifications for diameter charging, GSMA 
specifications for SMSC, SMS Firewall and OTA need to be complied. Estabilsh 
connectivity with all the existing network elements for SMS, Firewall and OTA 
functions for GSM, 3G, LTE, IMS, VoLTE, 5G services including roaming. 

All the standard interfaces, adapters, processes shall be supported to achieve 
the connectivy and provisioning and functional flows for the services. All 
standard interfaces and adapter for FTP, SMPP, MM7, SMTP, SIP, SIGTRAN, 
M2PA, SS7, Diameter, JMS, JBOSS, HTTP, WSDL, XML and any other 
needed to intergrate with existing billing / OCS , core network and VAS systems 
of MTML to realize all the exsting and as well as enhanced features. 

 

29.    Interconnect Partners, Campaign Manager & Dash board: The  interconnect      

https://www.gemalto.com/iot/consumer-electronics/embedded-sim-uicc
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partners for the SMS / SMPP shall be manageable using dash board. The same 
can be extended to 3rd party for ease of broadcast campaigns and statistics. The 
system shall ensure collection, processing and rating of SMSC CDRs for IUC 
purpose and generate invoices for SMS interconnect partners. Rating and billing 
for interconnect SMS (A2P & P2P), Reconciliations of records in case of disputes 
with partners, corrections, and reports should be generated. Rates for both 
outbound and incoming traffic can be configured as per partner agreements and 
will also support triggering to the routing mechanism on SMS gateways. A rate 
tool will be deployed for control mechanism based on different rates, time, 
volume etc for routing the SMS etc to different partners. The GUI should be 
available for configuration, O&M, to view and export the CDR details. 
Interconnect Usage Charge and operator settlement for SMS invoices will be 
required for the local and international interconnect partners. Revenue and 
Trafffic Reports Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quaterly and Yearly to be generated as 
per MTMLs requirements. 

 

30.  International Roaming & MNP: The SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA, and OTA 
system so provided must be capable of handling international roaming services 
and must be capable of filtering unauthorized local and international SMSs. The 
support for MNP function will be required. The SMSC system provided should 
take care of MTML roamers along with the local users. Both Prepaid and Post 
paid roaming should be available along with SMS support for GSM, UMTS, LTE 
and IMS. All the GSMA standards should be ensured. As per agreement with 
partners, Invoicing, Revenue and Trafffic Reports Daily, Weekly Monthly, 
Quaterly and Yearly to be generated as per MTMLs requirement.  
 

31. Redundancy, Backup and Emergency Flow: The SMSC, SMS-Firewall, MCA, 
OTA all systems should have separate active and standby servers for various 
functions in order to ensure the overall redundancy of the systems provided for 
Short Message Service Center (SMSC), SMS Firewall, Missed Call Alert (MCA) 
and Over The Air (OTA). The redundancy should be at hardware level including 
the Disk Arrays, servers, power modules, network topology, cards, interfaces, 
switches, router, firewall, connectivity etc and software level including the OS, 
DBs, VMs, Memory, Applications etc. The auto synchronization should be 
realtime to the standby servers. In case of failure of one the other server should 
take the entire traffic and load without disruption of services.The shifting of 
services between nodes should be realtime and without disruption being noticed 
at services levels. Resource allocation on demand if Cloud based. 
Backups must be automatic and realtime. In case MTML decides to go for DR 
site in future this should a be supported alongwith backup to remote location on 
cloud.  
Each system that holds data to backup, must have available and exclusively 
dedicated backup communication port or adapter for access to the backup LAN 
and/or backup SAN to be able for integration in LAN and or SAN based backup 
architecture.  
Emergency flow: can be opened automatically in case the Online Charging for 
SMS fails due to OCS server failures. The Offline charging mechanism will be 
supported during this and on restoration, the reconciliation should be initiated 
automatically for balance adjustments for the over run Calls, SMS, DATA 
usages.Spooling CDRs from NEs, rating and billing will need to be synchronised  
for the emergency periodand accommodate all records and transactions        
accountable. 
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32. Flexible DCC Dispatch & Overload Control: Requests can be dispatched      
based on service type, Execute Load sharing for each charging process,   
Concurrent DCC will be sent to same queue, OLC, TPS, OCDis, OCPro for   
Control mechanism on the SMSC.The solution's proposed must be redundant  
with HA. 

 
33. Network Management System & Performance Monitoring: The NMS and PM 

feature should be available for all the elements of SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA, 
OTA. The NMS must display realtime alarms on the systems for servers, CPUs, 
DAs, Memory DB, table spaces, links on network topology, connectivity, backup 
status, etc Must display realtime CPU, Cache, Memory and Disk space usage, 
bandwidth consumption on the Ethernet ports etc.Logs and Tracing relatime on 
OCS, billing, CRM, roaming and for all the elements of system should be 
possible. Alerts and alarm sending by SMS for performance and faults. 

 
34. Other Services: The vendor should ensure that all the SMS, FW, MCA, OTA 

services which are available presently on MTML network should be made 
available in the new system and ensure these services to be migrated to new 
platform without interruption. 

 
35. Compliance to Data privacy: The Data Protection Act 2017 of Mauritius and  its 

ammendments regarding the General Data Protection, National Security, 
Consumer Protection shall be complied from time to time.   
System should be PCU-DSS, GDPR compliant. 
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SECTION –IV (B) 

DETAILED TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited (MTML) is presently operating on 
GSM/ UMTS/ LTE Technologies. The core network, billing, IN and VAS has 
been supplied by M/s ZTE Corp and BSS /Radio network is from M/s Huawei 
Technologies. 
 
MTML has decided to replace its current Short Message Service Center 
(SMSC) & MCA (Missed Call Alert) platform and also add SMS Firewall and 
OTA platform to its network for enhanced services. 
 

2. Short Mesasge Service Center and SMS Firewall, MCA, OTA: 
 
2.1.1 The SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA & OTA should be dimensioned to serve 400K 

subsricbers and BHSM of 800K. All prepaid and postpaid need to be charged 
Online. The system should be scalable to 700K subscribers, in case MTML 
desire to go for expansion in furture.The responsibility of migrating the data of 
old system to new lies with the successful bidder. While migrating/ integrating it 
is to be ensured that all the services currently running are not affected and 
customers don’t see any outage. 
 

2.1.2 The SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA, OTA platforms should comply the 3GPP, 
GSMA, ETSI, ANSI, ITU-T, IETEF and the industry standards. 
 

3. Design Aspects: 
 
3.1.1  The SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA all must have capacity of 400K, 

which can be enhanced to 700K in future if MTML desires to go for expansion. 
This expansion may be achieved by adding additional hardware, modules, 
software licenses etc. without interruption of services. 

 
3.1.2 Common SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA for GSM, UMTS, LTE, IMS, 

VoLTE, 5G etc is required to be deployed. 
  
3.1.3 The dimensioning for the SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA should be          

sufficient to cater the number of customers and services forcapacity mentioned. 
  
3.1.4 The SMSC system will be for pre-paid and post-paid, roaming, Broadcast / 

Campaigns, A2P, P2P, Local, International, hubbing, SMPP gateway etc. 
 

3.1.5 SMS Firewall must ensure protection against unauthorized routes, spamming, 
spoofing, flooding, scanning, virus, faking etc must comply According to the 
GSMA IR7031 and others. Should effectively block the International SMS 
Leakages and blending from non-legal leased GTs. Blocking of International 
OTT /companies to terminate the international traffic via the local low priced 
purchased packages.   
 

3.1.6 The MCA (Missed Call Alert) platform must support the SMS or OTT messaging  
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to alert the user of the calls missed. This information can, according to 
preferences, be communicated via SMS, USSD, voice response or OTTs.  
  

3.1.7  The OTA (Over The Air) platform needs to dynamically manage devices, APNs 
on phones, Steering of roaming, STK, SIM and eSIM file and application 
management. UICCs, ICCIDs, SIMs, USIM, e-Sims can be managed securely 
across all networks, including 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, and to guarantee the best 
end-user experience and enable new high-potential use cases such as 
enhanced mobile broadband, massive IoT and M2M. OTA platform must 
ensures secure remote management of the 2G/3G/4G and 5G SIM and eSIM 
file, device configurations and application lifecycle and the system must comply 
to the 3GPP & GSMA standands. 
 

3.1.8 Description, function / diagrams showing the proposed solution architecture and 
the logical mapping between proposed architecture and the Operator's existing 
architecture. 
Hardware and software architecture, Data model, Business process, 
functionality of each need to be submitted along with system dimensioning. 
 

3.2 The vendor should make sure that the proposed system can be upgraded to 

new version smoothly in the future without any migration or service 

interruptions. 

 

3.3 MNP (Mobile Number Portability) implementation and integration support is 

required in case of Inter-operator MNP, integration with SMS aggregators, 

integration with NPDB to Local DB etc as per industry standards. The functional 

aspects and flow of MNP will be as per the regulatory requirements arising in 

future. SMS delivery in national MNP scenario and delivery of international 

SMS via the aggregators to be supported.  

 

3.4 The connectivity for SMS can be completed via bilateral agreement between 

operators, connections to SMS hubs, SMS aggregators, SMPP partners for 

A2P Local and International, P2P and A2P SMS partners.  

 

3.5 Vendor must describe and explain their product roadmap for future releases for 
the next 5-10 years of the proposed system.  
 

3.6 The links, interfaces should be suitably dimensioned to take care of signaling 
load and different traffic types. And TPS capacity must support 100% active 
customers having BHSM of 2 per subscriber. Should support Online Charging 
and the CPU transactions & processes needed to handle the TPS along with 
the database queries and other transactions. The TPS should be sufficient to 
handle the capacity, features & services mentioned (including the IMS/ 
VoLTE/5G in future). 

 
3.7 The SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA, OTA platform should be configured for           

ease of expansion. It shall support all MAP and CAMEL versions. Support 
SMPP, UCP, CIMD, HTTP, WSDL, XML, UDP Protocols. SIGTRAN, SS7, 
M2PA, M3UA, IP protocols support is desired along with the 3GPP standard 
interfaces. 
 

https://www.gemalto.com/iot/consumer-electronics/embedded-sim-uicc
https://www.gemalto.com/5g
https://www.gemalto.com/iot/consumer-electronics/embedded-sim-uicc
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3.8 Online charging of SMS, MCA & OTA services should be available from date of 
commissioning of network.  

 
3.9 The system shall provision, handle and manage at least 250 SMPP 

connections from different partners or content providers local as well 
international. 

 
3.10 SMS/Anti-spam/IPSMGW/ASP solution provided must be designed inorder to 

help   MTML increase security and visibility into the network traffic, to 
effectively monetize application-to-person messaging A2P, P2P, Local, 
International SMSs. Prevent hub abuse for the P2P messaging channels, 
transiting illegal traffic to Hubs, and send blending P2P and A2P traffic or send 
traffic from non-legal leased GTs shall be tracked and offer protection against 
these. 
 

3.11 Online Charging of all SMS, MCA and OTA services shall be possible. For MCA 
the monthly rentals will be charged for the Post paid customers. For SMS 
diameter / SMPP protocol to be used for charging the SMS, both prepaid and 
post paid customers need to be charged Online locally and while roaming. 
 

3.12 The SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA and OTA should be capable of providing 
subscriber traces, charging, link traces, process monitoring as well as Signaling 
tracing for troubleshooting and monitoring.  
 

3.13 All the new platforms shall support 99.999% or higher availability. The platform 
shall also support access & right management both for whole platform, service 
and per application. 
 

3.14 The proposed SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA, OTA platform solution should have 
distributed architecture and ensure redundancy at functional, modular, 
hardware and software level. 
 

3.15 Shall provide the features in the proposed SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA 
solution to achieve maximum redundancy, flexibility, scalability and fault 
tolerance. 
 

3.16 Welcome SMS for roamers In-bound and Out-bound. For Out-bound roaming 
rates, service information etc must be delivered and for In-bound service 
information like emergency contact number, tourist information etc should be 
delivered. 

 
4.  Short Message Service Centre & SMS Firewall 
 
4.1 The existing SMSC is serving both existing GSM/ UMTS/LTE subscribers and 

will be replaced with new SMSC of 400K and BHSM of 2 per subscriber (800K). 
The offered SMSC solution should be scaleable to 700K with additional 
hardware & software in case if MTML desires to go for expansion. SMS solution 
provided should support VoLTE, IMS, 5G as and when MTML deploys them. 

     
4.2 The vendor’s solution must support interface for message delivery on 2G, 3G 

and 4G, VoLTE. Solution must support Interworking with MSC/ STP, Gateway 
MSC, VMSC combined in one Mobile Network-Interface. 
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4.3 Short Message Center and Firewall provided must conform to the standards 
specified in the section III, section IV-A, section IV-B of RFP. 

 
4.4  SMS P2P, A2P, Local, International, SMS Broadcast, Campaigns and portals, 

Campaign analytics, 2-Way SMS, SMS voting and Surveys, OTP generation 
and authentication, Long and Short codes, Alphanumeric, Symbolic, Toll Free 
codes etc. all need to be supported. 

 
 4.5 SMS Center should support advanced functionalities like a web interface for 

bulk SMS, Virtual Mobile Number, SMS home routing, CDRs for billing, HLR 
lookup, HLR cache, Mobile Availability Monitor, SMS filtering, advanced routing 
and more. 

 
4.6 The Network Management System is aimed at providing a set of robust 

applications and functionality for managing the servers and different elemnts on 
the SMSC and SMS Firewall System. It shall have provision for following 
functions: 

 
a. Security Management 
b. Filter Management 
c. Broadcast Management 
d. User Management 
e. Fault Management 
f. Traffic Management 
g. Performance Management 
h. Configuration Management  
i. Routing and Pricing Management  
 

4.7 SMSC and SMSC Firewall must support all GSM MAP v1/v2/v3. And handles 
subscriber absent conditions with HLR subscription (AlertServiceCentre). 
 

4.8 SMSC shall interface for CDR as well as service provisioning and seamlessly 
integrate with the existing Core, VAS & Billing/ CRM / OCS and other network 
elements of the MTML. 
 

4.9 SMSC must support DND subscriber listing. Blacklisting / Whitelisting /Grey 
listing of sender iDs, ESMEs, GTs, partners, links, short codes etc. 
 

4.10 SMS Firewall should be able to block unauthorized SMS terminations on MTML 
network through SS7, SIGTRAN, M2PA and SMPP or IP from local as well as 
international routes.  
 

4.11 The replacement of existing system, will be completely bidder’s responsibility. 
And must ensure to- 

 
(a) migrate the complete SMSC data to the new system and run parallel runs. 

Only when results of these parallel runs are acceptable to MTML, the 
system shall be put in commercial use. 

 
(b)  get into a definitive agreement with the existing suppliers for integration.  

 
4.12 It shall be possible to charge differentially for premium messages, pre-paid 

subscribers on the basis of SMPP port, TPS, content of SMS, SMS profile of 
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subscriber, type of SMS, Broadcast list, location from where it is originated and 
charging of content provider in case of advertisements. 
 

4.13 Interception of SMS through integrated LIS system. Support for GMLC/SMLC 
with standard interfaces is desired whenever MTML deploys these on its the network. 
 

4.14 Shall support web interface for bulk SMS, Virtual Mobile Number, SMS home 
routing, CDRs for billing, HLR lookup, HLR cache, Mobile Availability Monitor, 
SMS filtering, advanced routing etc. 
 

4.15 Shall support Destination based routing to allow routing of traffic to specific 
MNO/MVNO via specific SS7 links. And also support the Source based routing 
to allow routing of traffic from specific SMPP connections to dedicated SS7 
links. 
 

4.16 SMSC Auto response should be configurable for different short codes. SMSC 
should be able to respond for query sent on the short code with specific format. 

 

5. 1    General SMSC Requirements: 
 
1. The SMSC System and SMS Firewall system shall conform to open system 

standards and support distributed processing. 
2. The offered system shall be modular and object oriented in design with 

flexibility to add, remove and update modules to a specific configuration. 
3. The proposed system shall have Master and Standby (1+1) server 

configuration. 
4. The system provided should be able to handle all the functions provided by the 

SMSC, Broadcast Campaign, A2P, P2P, Local & International traffic, SMPP 
connections, Hubbing, SMS Router (off-net SMS), Perfomance Monitoring, 
Statistics etc.  

5. The system shall have the Dash boards extendable to 3rd party or MTML 
marketing for ease of Campaign Management and statistics or reporting. 

6. The system shall operate in three (3) environments, namely Production, Test 
and Train. And it shall be possible to transfer production environment data to 
Test/Train environment. 

7. The system shall be a client/server architecture based in minimum of 3 tier 
structure. 

8. The system must be capable of processing at TPS more than 500. 
9. The proposed SMSC shall be based on Relational Database Management 

System (RDBMS) of latest version.The system shall support open standard to 
function with any standard RDBMS. 

10. Traffic Monitor, Anti-Flood Monitor, Transit monitoring, History Message Query, 
and statistics. 

11. Shall support multiple GTs and traffic configurations and MSU statisitis for 
each. 

12. Routing by Keyword, Content and Key Word Monitor, White List Function, Black 
List Function, Monitoring Function, Alert Funciton. 

13. Calling to Called Blacklist: The system shall support setting "calling number + 
called number" to form a black list for the called number. 

14. Maximum length of SMS message -160 characters. Messages of size at least 
equivalent to 10 SMS should be sent as multiple SMS for concatenation at MS and 
vice-versa. 
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15. Message Submission and Delivery: Mobile-originated Short Message 
Service/Mobile-terminated Short Message Service/Application-originated Short 
Message Service/Application-terminated Short Message Service/ALERT_SC 
Message to be supported. Status Report needs to be supported. 

16. Multi-Policy: Considering thresholds of workdays and holidays are different, the 
system shall support multiple policies. Each policy includes all the traffic rules 
and keyword rules. The effective period of a policy set is a time range (days), 
and time ranges of different policy sets do not overlap. 

17. If the SMSC receives the SMS successfully, then SMSC should sends an 
acknowledgement to the originating handset which is often displayed to the 
sender as "message sent" (this does not mean that the recipient has received 
the text message). If there was a problem in sending the SMS: the sending 
handset may display a "message sending failure indication" to the sender. 

18. SMS Priority, Timing and Validity to be controlled and managed. 
19. If the receiving phone is switched off or not in good coverage: the SMSC will 

keep the SMS and try to deliver it when it knows the receiving handset is 
available to receive the SMS (retry mechanism and alerting mechanism) 

20. Retry Mechanism & Retry buffer to be configured as per MTMLs requirements. 
Automatic retries in case of recoverable errors.  

21. The SMSC shall provide multiple re-trial profiles based on the cause-code of non-
delivery together with programmable re-trial duration for each cause-code 
through MMI commands. 

22. Temporary Failure Status Report to Mobile Subscriber. 
23. Basic Parameter Checking: The SMSC shall configure to accept or reject 

messages by checking MSISDN/IMSI/MSCGT/etc in incoming messages. 
24. Support for the Alphanumeric Address and all international character sets and 

encoding / decoding for IA5, ISO8859_1, ISO/IEC-10646, GSM 7-bit, UTF-8, 
UTF-16, UCS2 etc. 

25. MT Load Control: When the SMSC sends MT messages to a specific MSC, it 
shall control message traffic to the MSC in a certain threshold which is 
preconfigured for each MSC. 

26. Delivery Addresses Reuse: The SMSC should provide the “Delivery addresses 
reuse” function to match such scenario. The SMSC buffers the location of a 
called subscriber after the first successful delivery. When delivering a new 
message to the same destination, the SMSC shall use the buffered delivery 
address instead of getting from HLR. 

27. Subscriber Authentication: In case of MS Originated (MO) short messages, the 
SMSC to check the MSISDN/IMSI/etc of calling subscriber to validate whether it 
is a valid subscriber. 

28. Short Message Deletion and Replacement: The SMSC shall support the ESME 
to delete or replace the short messages that are pending in retry buffer. 

29. SMS (Short Message Service) to have two steps: a. Message submission and 
b. Message delivery, which also includes a delivery report. 

30. The system shall have provision to online transfer of data and CDRs from 
Master to Standby server all the time.  

31. The SMSC & SMS Firewall system shall support all types of MSC, STPs, 
HLR/HSS and gateways on MTML network. The vendor shall provide the types 
of Mobile switches supported by the offered SMSC system. 

32. SMSC should have in-built capability of SMS gateway for HTTP push and pull 
services. 

33. Shall support WAP push allowing sending OTA configurations, binary content 
and URLs over SMS. 

34. Message waiting indicators for SMS from voice mail center with different icons. 
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35. SMSC shall support the Calling party icon. 
36. It shall be possible to schedule the SMSC for acceptance and transmission of push 

messages from the content providers. It shall also be possible to define priorities for the 
different ports for acceptance of SMS from Content Providers. 

37. Single shift/log shift character table for French, Turkish, Spanish and 
Portuguese etc. 

38. SMS aggregator functions need to be supported. 
39. Web based tools shall provide user interface for administration and marketing. 

Customers can also connect over SMPP (TCP/IP) for the use of customers own 
web applications e.g banks, advertising agencies etc. 

40. Shall support Internet Explorer, Edge, Firefox, Chromium and other HTML 4 
capable browsers for all GUIs. 

41. SMSC shall provide multiple local and international language support in the 
UNICODE format. Details of implementation for the same may be furnished. 

42. It shall be possible for the subscribers to send and receive e-mail messages, as SMS 
and the same shall be handled by the SMSC through appropriate interface to MTML 
email server and suitably protected through firewall. 

43. The SMSC shall support delivery of SMS with 20-character A-party and B-party 
MSISDN. 

44. SMS home routing flow for inbound SMS messages and support for directing 
them to the home SMS Center instead of straight to target mobile phones via 
the MSC. For enabling interception of incoming SMS and development of value 
added services like Spam Filtering, Message content to user on internet, 
receive SMS as email etc. 

45. HLR lookup real time to map MSISDN to MCC/MNC codes & vice versa. 
46. HLR lookup cache should store information about the location and state of the 

target mobile phones for outbound campaigns.  
47. The HLR lookup should check validity and status of the mobile number 

including IMSI of the mobile number, the MSC of active mobile number, Current 
Cell ID. 

48. IP-SM-GW with SMSC as a single platform for: 
 -handling all messaging transactions. 
- Barring rules, specific domain routing (SRISM at priority for certain     
  destinations, DA prefixing etc), coding schemes support. 
- single integration with core network, OSS and BSS systems. 
- subscribers subscription and profiles provisioning. 
- a consistent service level in both GSM and IMS domains – enhanced  
  services such as anti-spam and personalized control over messaging  
  could be supported from a single service platform. 

 
5.2 On delivery of the system, the vendor shall modify/customize the offered 

system for ease of configuraitons, reports, statistic, alarm monitoing, 
performanace monitoring, and notificaitons etc as per the requirements. 

 
5.3      System support & spares shall be available in the African region. 

 
5.4 The SMS will be used for various use cases: Person-to-Person (P2P), 

Application-to-Person(A2P),for generating significant wholesale interconnection 
revenues and also valid for MioT (Mobile Internet of Things), OTA (Over the Air) 
messaging for (U)SIM (UMTS Subscriber Identify Module) provisioning, IP 
(Internet Protocol) session wake-up etc. 
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5.5 Short Message (SM originator) will always use SMSC(s) on its home network in 
case of roaming. This SMSC will also be responsible to deliver the SM to the 
receptor (also if the receptor is roaming or receptor is another network’s user 
national or international). 
 

5.6 It should be possible to differentially charge based on the destination number 
and also based on the content provided by the content providers for both post 
and prepaid subscriptions. 
 

5.7 SMS Broadcast Campaign Manager:  

The SMS Broadcast Campaign Manager must support with managed 
transmission rates and below broadcast features; 

i. Broadcast: A blast where the exact same message is delivered to all the users 
in the broadcast list. 

ii. Broadcast by File: A blast where each user receives a completely different 
message, loaded from an Excel or CSV file. 

iii. Personalized Broadcast: A blast where each user will receive almost the same 
message, based on a template and personalized fields 

iv. Use of Short codes and Alphanumberic characters on the Calling Line ID. 
v. The SMS Broadcast Campaign Manager should be able to support different 

broadcast rates for different messages e.g premium, ordinary etc. 
vi. Should support multitasking, prioritization and simultaneous transmissions of 

multiple campaigns.  
vii. Should be able to generate and support differential rating as per content, 

partner agreement, sender ID etc. 
viii. Different prioirties can be assigned to the broacasts and should not affect the 

normal SMS basic functions. 
ix. Campaign management interface for instant bulk SMS and Outbound dialling 

(OBD) campaigns. 
x. DND list activation and deactivation using Campaign Manager. 
xi. The SMS Broadcast Campaign Manager can be extended to MTML partners for 

ease of scheduling, managing and generating reports at their end. 
xii. Shall support controlled priviledges and authorities for different users. 

5.8 SMSC support as an aggregator/hub function: 
 

1. Connection to mobile operators using SS7 and SMPP (TCP/IP). 
2. Connectivity for application services using HTTP/JSON. 
3. Should support routing can be based on connectivity and also least cost 

considerations. A suitable application may be provided to have effective control 
and manage the routes. 

4. The routing facilities shall support the SMSC service provider to route SMS to 
different mobile operators, hubs, partners and configure different routes. 

5. Shall have GUI to monitor traffic, alarms etc and generate statistics for SMSs, 
sent / received / transitted, successfully delivered, failed with reason for such 
failures, pending, retried etc. 

5.9 It shall be possible to schedule the SMSC for acceptance and transmission of  
push messages from the content providers. It shall also be possible to define 
priorities for the different ports for acceptance of SMS from Content Providers. 

 

https://messangi.com/documentation/doku.php?id=broadcast
https://messangi.com/documentation/doku.php?id=broadcast_by_file
https://messangi.com/documentation/doku.php?id=personalized_broadcast
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5.10 It shall be possible in the SMSC to define criteria based filters to block 
transmission of SMS satisfying the defined criteria. The SMSC shall route all 
such messages to an appropriate database and provide an analysis and 
management report of such messages through interactive and intelligent GUI in 
the OMC. The report and analysis shall be as per the customization 
requirements of MTML. 

 
5.11 Short Messages between the CDMA and GSM systems should be possible. 

The SMSC should be common for 2G, 3G, 4G, IMS services and compliant to 
3GPP TS 23.040. 

 
5.12 SMSC shall provide for multiple local language support in the UNICODE format. 

Especially support for English, French, Hindi, Bangla, etc is needed. Details of 
implementation for the same may be furnished. 

 
5.13 It shall be possible for the subscribers to send and receive e-mail messages, as 

SMS and the same shall be handled by the SMSC through appropriate 
interface to MTML email server and suitably protected through firewall. 

 
5.14 The vendor’s solution is required to support the creation of an event type field, 

which will be assigned based on other information in the CDR.  This field will 
initially not appear on the CDR.  The event type field will be required to 
differentiate between different types of messages, such as MO or MT 
messages, premium MO or MT messages, SMS copies, SMS resends, etc.  
This field should be populated as part of a post-processing job, which will give 
the possibility of using other fields to determine this field.  The manner in which 
this field is determined should be fully configurable. 

 
5.15 The solution must be capable of placing and exporting CDRs in a flat text file or 

CSV or html. 
 

5.16 Statistics & Reporting: 
a) The SMSC must provide comprehensive system statistics.The statistics 

must be available in flat file format and must be available to the System 
Administrator from the System Administration GUI 

b) Statistic shall be provided at both the platform level and application level 
c) The following statistics shall be provided by the SMSC 

i. SMS based Activity Statistics 
ii. SS7 interface Statistics 
iii. SMPP interface Statistics 
iv. Platform Statistics 

d) The vendor shall supply a detailed list and description of the statistics that 
are stored on the platform 

e) The statistics shall be presented to the System Administrator in ‘real time’.   
The data refresh rate should be configurable. The maximum data refresh   
rate should be no greater than 30seconds. 

 
5.17  Call Detail records of SMS 
  

i. The offered system shall be able to handle the sms volume considering a 
minimum of 100 CDRs per subscriber per day. 

ii. The offered SMSC system shall be capable for on-line CDR transfer to billing 
and reconciliation. 
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iii. Should support the refund CDRs in case the messages are not delivered within 
specified time. And as per OCS requirement. 

iv. Should be capable of generating CDRs for Emergency flow (e.g when the OCS 
or online charging link is down) and once the OCS is up and running, the SMSC 
will transfer all its CDRs for reconciliation and rating to the billing system. 

v. The SMSs on SMPP will also need to be rated for interconnect partners, local 
A2P, international A2P and P2P SMS among the MNOs for interconnect and 
usage charges. 

 
6.  SMS Firewall: 
 
6.1 Compliant to industry standards including GSMA IR. 70 and IR. 71, Managed 

SMS Firewall protects against spamming of unsolicited messaging to 
subscribers and flooding of unwanted SMS traffic. It also prevents faking, 
spoofing, and GT scanning for illegal subscriber address as well as MNO 
SMSC representation or usage. 

 
6.2  SMS security: SMS should be a trusted enabler from the end user perspective, 

and from the wholesale perspective. The SMSC and SMS Firewall should be 
able to handle and block below security threats apart from normal traffic:  

 
1. SMS Spamming: is related to unsolicited SMS received by a subscriber. 
There are no specific technical aspects. The sending of messages follows the 
normal procedure.  
 
2. SMS Flooding: appears when a very large number of messages are sent to 
one or more destinations.  
 
3. With specific technical aspects - Protocol is manipulated to send messages 
bypassing the normal procedure for message sending.  
 
4. SMS Faking: is a specific case where SCCP (Signalling Connection Control 
Part) or the MAP (Mobile Application Part) originator addresses are 
manipulated and replaced wrongly or stolen from a valid originator. The 
objective of this manipulation is to deliver the SMS for free (impossible for the 
receiver network to invoice the correct originator).  
 
5. SMS Spoofing: is related to an illegal use of the HPMN SMSC by a third 
party. To do that, the A-MSISDN (A- Mobile Station International Subscriber 
Directory Number) that originates the SMS is manipulated to be able to use the 
HPMN SMSC. Therefore, the SMS could be sent for free by the sending 
customer. 
   
6. Global Title GT scanning: is sending a SM-MO to ALL GTs of one network to 
detect SMSC and especially SMS-C not controlling the A-number. The final 
objective is to be able to send the SMS for free.  
 
7. Open SMSC: is SMSC not controlling the A-number. The SMSC can be used  
by illegal customers (not part of HPMN). 
 
8. The system shall support Fraud management on SMSC and SMS Firewall 
system according to MTML’s requirement. 
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6.3 Filtering and blocking of illegitimate traffic on SS7 / SIGTRAN & IP / SMPP. 
Whitelisting/Greylisting/Blacklisting of routes can be achieved effectively without 
delay of normal traffic. 
 

6.4 Content filtering should be possible to track the illegal and objectionable content. 
In-Content data analytics based on cubes and multiple dimensions to be 
provided. 

 
6.5 Efficiently route MO / MT short message traffic from signaling network elements 

such as STPs or GwMSCs across MTML’s SMSCs with respect to routing 
hierarchy. 
 

6.6 Carrier-grade platform for all signaling frauds and should ensure structured 
migration path to signaling firewall for LTE and IMS networks. 
 

6.7 Proactively protect the network against mobile messaging attacks, short 
message fraud, ensure network protection, and increase operational efficiency. 
 

6.8 Enhanced user experience and fully comply with regulatory mandates set forth 
by the local governmental bodies. 
 

6.9  Blocking of grey route messages originating from illegal SMS distributors and 
aggregators by employing deep analytics onto live traffic.  
 

6.10  Should ensure the A2P traffic via legitimate route and help in overall 
monetization of A2P international and local SMSs. Business Intelligence Tool to 
be provided. 
 

6.11 Should be equipped with intelligent & dynamic routing mechanism. 
 

7. Missed Call Alert (MCA) Feature Requirement: 
 

7.1     Notify the subscriber on who called and when. This information can, according 
to preferences, be communicated via SMS, USSD or voice response. It should 
offers a user friendly click to call functionality via USSD. 
 

7.2  All the missed call senarios as per 3GPP would be supported. MCA should 
keep track of all the calls missed due to the subscriber’s state of being, busy / 
out of coverage area / not able to answer the call or the mobile phone being 
switched off. Immediately after a change in the state of subscriber or the 
handset being switched on, missed calls alert shall be notified via SMS. 

 
7.3 The MCA system should support Standalone MCA as well a MCA with a 

Mailbox. The flexible modular solution can be deployed as a stand alone 
platform or can be used in connection with existing platforms. 
 

7.4 The Voice Mail Box function can also be included along with the MCA platform. 
 

7.5 Group notification based on Calling party. 
 

7.6 Consolidated notification by SMS for all missed calls (Busy, No Answer, 
Unreachable, Switched OFF. 
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7.7 The system should be integrable to the core network based on 3GPP standard 
interfaces. 

 
7.8 Support querying alerts for user or group. 

 
7.9 Reports can be generated for total, segment wise and for various MCA based 

on reason to trigger. 
 

7.10 The existing MCA data should be migrated to new system and have parallel    
runs. Only when results of these parallel runs are acceptable to MTML, the  
system shall be put in commercial use. 
 

7.11 MCA can club with a static / dynamic campaign manager and can concatenate 
promo messages in the MCA service message. 
 

7.12 Reverse MCA feature, wherein Calling party gets notified as soon as Called 
party comes back in network. 
 

7.13 Offer MCA App / thin client which can help drive their digital roadmap. 
 

7.14 Online Charging / Offline Charging of MCA services is desired. If the prepaid /  
postpaid user does not have balance / credit should activate as soon as he 
recharges his account. 
 

8.   Over The Air (OTA) platform: 

The OTA platform shall be suitably dimensioned to cater to an extent of 80% of the 
Subscriber Capacity.  

8.1 OTA platform should be capable of Over the Air updates to SIM/USIM/e-SIM from all 
SIM/USIM/e-SIM vendors without any dependence on any SIM/USIM/e-SIM 
manufacturer. If required, the OTA platform shall be able to manage the existing SIM 
cards also. The OTA platform shall be capable of generating Public and Private keys 
for writing to individual SIM cards at a Point of Sale(MTML Registration Authority) and 
be capable of writing the keys to the SIM card using a card reader as per PKCS 15 
Standard. 
 

8.2 The OTA platform should be able to manage menu structure on SIM/USIM/e-SIM 
card whereby SIM/USIM/e-SIM applets should be able to interact with application 
using SMS as bearer transport to OTA server. The Browser shall be able to encrypt 
and sign application data as per the PKCS 7 standard for mobile commerce and 
authentication applications using SIM based private keys stored on the SIM/USIM/e-
SIM as per PKCS#15 standards. Additionally, the browser shall be able to execute 
symmetric security schemes for signature and ciphering to enable secure m-
commerce applications. 

 
8.3 The OTA platform shall be capable of storing network information, such as to 

provide cell-id / landmark based subscriber location information to SIM/USIM/e-SIM 
browser applications. 

 
8.4 OTA platform shall have the capability to send and receive 7 bit and 8 bit encoding 

messages. 
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8.5 OTA platform shall communicate with the GSM/WCDMA network entity using the 
SS7 interface, so as to provide higher capacity on the messaging interface. 

 
8.6 The OTA platform shall have SS7 interface towards GMSC or MSC SERVER AND 

MEDIA GATEWAY and shall be able to perform the message transport functions as 
per GSM 03.48, without using the MTML SMSC. 

 
8.7 OTA platform shall have interfaces to directly interconnect with gateway MSCs of 

each licensed service area. 
 

8.8 OTA platform shall support the provisioning of e-SIMS and their profiles as per 
MTMLs requirement. 

 
8.9 OTA platform shall have the functionality to receive MO messages over SMPP 

interface. 
 

8.10 OTA platform shall have GUI interfaces for operations management and 
administration activities. 

 
8.11 OTA platform shall support message concatenation. 

 
8.12 OTA platform shall have "More Messages to Send" feature to enable faster delivery of 

concatnated messages. 
 

8.13 OTA platform should support customisations to the eSIM profile, handling of SIM 
keys etc. 

 
8.14 OTA platform shall provide service menu management on the e-SIMS and SIM card 

for at least two levels. It should be possible to modify a service by adding or 
deleting second level SIM Service Menus, without deleting or adding the Main 
Service Menu. 

 
8.15 OTA platform shall provide self-provisioning feature for the subscriber on web 

interface as well as by the subscriber on SIM card using the menu options. OTA 
platform shall be suitably protected through a firewall to be provided by vendor. 

 
8.16 OTA platform shall support Batch OTA updates for bulk updates and shall also be 

able to push 8-bit messages. 
 

8.17  Services integrated with OTA platform 
 

8.17.1 Preferred Roaming Application  

 The OTA server must have capability to provide MTML a Preferred Roaming      
application, that enables its subscribers to remain in the Preferred Roaming networks 
configured in the subscribers SIM, while roaming. 

 
8.17.2 The Roaming Management capability in OTA shall be able to facilitate automatic 

(without subscriber intervention or knowledge) preferred network selection in a 
visited Network, where GSM service exists from two or more GSM Service Providers, 
and MTML has Roaming agreements with those other networks. 
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8.17.3 The OTA shall be able to connect to the SS7 roaming links of MTML, and use dynamic 
network information such as VLR registration, to detect a subscriber's PLMN 
selection, check the SIM subscription information for preferred networks, and be able 
to make OTA updates to the SIM card attributes, that facilitates the movement of 
subscriber from the non-preferred network to the Preferred Network in real time. 

 
8.17.4 The Preferred Roaming application should be able to make differential SIM updates 

depending on the Handset capability. The Handset capability shall be either 
discovered automatically in real time, or be configurable in the OTA database such 
as to make the SIM update procedure selection in real time. 

 
8.17.5 The purchaser must be able to configure such timers, as can facilitate masking of 

the SIM updates for a time since the last SIM update activity. The purchaser must also 
be able to configure the preferred vs Non-preferred PLMN information on the OTA 
database. It shall also be able to configure a set of 'In consequential' PLMNs, where 
no SIM update activity is carried out for purposes of Roaming Management;. 

8.17.6 Device Configuration for GPRS / MMS / WAP Settings: The OTA solution shall be 
provided for automatic over the air setup of Handsets for GPRS, WAP, and MMS & E-
MAIL settings. 

 
8.17.7 The Solution should maintain a repository of Terminal IMEI vs Terminal Capabilities. 

The Solution should be able to send Handset specific WAP, MMS, GPRS settings over 
the Air. 

 
8.17.8 The OTA systems solution should be able to automatically detect the Phone IMEI, 

each time a SIM is inserted into a New Phone using network based detection 
mechanism. The Solution should then be able to Over the Air setup the Device with 
the handset specific, Network specific settings for WAP / GPRS / MMS / E-mail. 

 
8.17.9 There should be an alternate Web interface for Customer Care to set up a 

subscriber's device. 
 
8.18  APPLICATION AND ADVERTISEMENT PUSH SERVER: The server shall interface 

towards WAP server and OTA server. The solution shall be able to dispatch WML 
pages, carrying New Applications or Promotional Messages, to a targeted set of 
subscribers (10% through WAP & remaining through OTA) Such messages should 
provide an interactive capability for the subscriber to respond with the click of a 
Menu Item to reach Internet Pages embedded in the WML page. 

 
8.19  Over-The-Air (OTA) platform should manage and deliver connectivity to all  

devices and secure elements with utmost efficiency, whatever the channel 
(SMS, HTTP or both) or network technology 2G/3G/4G/VoLTE/IMS/WiFi/5G 
etc. 
 

8.20  Over-The-Air (OTA) system shall support the application and file management, 
STK, update or change data for e-sim profile and smart cards (SIM card or 
UICC etc). 
 

8.21 OTA shall be based on client/server architecture where at one end there will be 
operator back-end system (customer care, billing system, OCS, application 
server) and at the other end will be SIM/USIM/UICC/eSIM etc. 
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8.22 OTA platformshould support the Steering of Roaming on 2G/3G/LTE/VoLTE/5G 

etc for the roaming services. Thus helping MTML to provide great flexibility for 
roaming strategies, and offers the best end-user experience. 
 

8.23 OTA will enable MTML to introduce new services or modify content of smart 
cards or devices effectively on its 2G, 3G, LTE network and future IMS 
platforms, 5G etc securely. The OTA system should provide enhanced features 
and services like APN modifications, dynamically manage devices, ICCIDs, 
UICCs, ISIM and secure the elements of 2G/3G/4G, VoLTE, IMS, 5G, e-sims, 
IoT, M2M etc. 
 

8.24 OTA Gateway: the Gateway will have card database that indicates for each 
card, the card manufacturer vendor, the card’s identification number, the IMSI 
and the MSISDN. 

 
8.25 OTA Gateway will format the service request into a message that can be 

understood by the recipient card. To achieve this, the OTA Gateway will have a 
set of libraries that contain the formats to use for each brand of smart cards. 
The OTA Gateway will then format the message differently depending on the 
recipient card. 
 

8.26 OTA Gateway needs to send a formatted message to the SMSC using the right 
set of parameters as described in GSM 03.48 or TS 23.048. The OTA Gateway 
will issue as many SMS as required to fulfil the Service-Request. The OTA 
Gateway will also responsible for the integrity and security of the process. 
 

8.27 Services center for short messages (SMS) exchanged between the 
management system of these messages (OTA Gateway) and the cellular 
network. A message can be sent to or from a Mobile Phone. If the Mobile 
Phone is powered off or has left the coverage area, the message will be stored 
and offered back to the subscriber when the mobile is powered on or has re-
entered the coverage area of the network. The communication between the 
SIM card and the OTA Gateway can be done by SMS exchange using the SMS 
channel or the transport bearer could be CSD or GPRS. 
 

8.28 The OTA layer should check the messages according to the GSM 03.48 or TS 
23.048 (Security layer based on cryptographic services). Each secured packet 
may contain one or more APDUs commands dedicated to Remote File 
Management or Remote Applet Management or SIMToolKit. 
 

8.29 The OTA Gateway should be aware of memory size of the card or device 
during its configuration and provisioning. Furthermore, using Open Platform 
commands, the OTA Gateway should able to retrieve via OTA SMS the 
memory left in each card in the field. The OTA Gateway shall contain the OTA 
libraries corresponding to the mechanisms implemented on the smart cards in 
the field. 
 

8.30 The OTA platform needs to comply 3GPP2 in terms of security, signalling 
traffic, subscription and charging managements. Also the MBMS 3GPP2 
solution for MBMS security will be supported. The backward compatibility 
issues for pre-Rel-6 UICCs may be solved using OTA mechanisms for Remote 
Applet/File Management in order to properly update the legacy USIMs. 

https://www.gemalto.com/_layouts/15/FIXUPREDIRECT.ASPX?WebId=9ae651c3-743c-4618-bb10-865715de0b10&TermSetId=b5487646-055d-495c-aefd-e0b74eddfe60&TermId=73694ec8-2ce9-4c72-b996-5df8664f0bd7
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8.31 The OTA platform needs to do the Remote Provisioning for e-SIMS and 

Embedded UICC as per GSMA specificaitons. Shall support SMS, HTTPS and 
CAT_TP.  
 

8.32  Every SM-SR and SM-DP shall be certified according to a GSMA agreed  
certification scheme. The eUICC/eSIM shall also be certified according to the 
GSMA eSIM Protection Profile and The e-SIM Manufacturer shall be SAS 
certified. The Platform Management commands (ES5) and the OTA Platform 
commands (ES6) shall be protected by either a SCP80 or SCP81 secure 
channel with security level as specified by GSMA. The Profile Management 
commands (ES8) shall be at least protected by a SCP03 security level. 
 

8.33 The OTA will support SM-DP for Profile Download, Update Policy Rules, 
Update Subscription Address, Enable Profile, Disable Profile, Delete Profile, 
Handle Profile Disabled Notification, Handle Profile Enabled Notification, 
Handle SM-SR Change Notification, Handle Profile Deleted Notification, Profile 
Download and Installation via SM-SR, Create a New ISD-P, Get eSIM 
Information Set, Auditing eUICC Information Set etc as specified by GSMA. 
 

8.34 In the (Machine Type Communication) MTC/MioT (MachineType 
Communication/ Mobile IoT) initiatives, the SMS will be a key technical enabler 
to exchange with objects with the following features:  
Wake-up for IP session: an SMS is sent to the object in order to wake-up an IP 
session. The solution is based on the MTC InterWorking Function (MTC-IWF, 
Interworking Functionality). The SMS message presents an indicator allowing 
the UE and the network to distinguish an MT message carrying device 
triggering information from any other type of message. In addition, useful 
Device trigger information named Trigger payload may be inserted in the SMS 
message. SMS without CS (Circuit Switch) minimizes the usage of the MSC 
(Mobile Switching Centre), especially in the case of a massive deployment of 
objects 
 

9. Online / Offline Charging: 
 

9.1 The system shall support Online / Offline Charging of SMS, MCA and OTA 
services on Diameter. And needs to intergrate with the billing / OCS for correct 
charging and reconciliations. The DCC support shall be as per exisitng industry 
standards and follow the 3GPP specifications.  
 

9.2 ON-LINE charging in real time and shall generate data for differential charging 
for the prepaid subscribers and post paid subscribers. MTML has both prepaid 
and post paid subscribers are CAMEL and presently using diameter for Online 
charging of both type of customers. 
 

10.      Hardware 
 
i. The system shall have hardware and OS to support the SMSC, SMS Firewall, 

MCA & OTA application software to handle the customer base. 
ii. The system shall have adequate hardware and software for desired funcitons 

and integration with the core network and VAS. 
iii. The system shall be offered with adequate Hardware and software including 

tools and utilities to operate and monitor the system effectively. 
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iv. The solution's proposed must include redundancy and fault-tolerance features 

to ensure 7x24 operation, 99.999% availability for critical components. The 

solution design will incorporate component and functional resilience to eliminate 

all single points of failure (SPOFs). All modules must be configured with 

redundancy, include active-standby mode or N+1 load sharing mode.  

v. The solution must support dynamic protect mechanism, handle overload       

situations from internal and external interfaces according to the system's real    

time running status and performance (response time). System shall guarantee 

a full working under heavy load conditions and have control mechanisms to 

avoid system overload and service failure.   

vi. The SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA & OTA systems shall have suitable firewall to 
ensure security of the platforms. 
 

11.  Tools 
 

a. Tools for file transfer from proposed SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA 
system and backup to standby servers, local clients, remote clients.  

b. The system shall be equipped with hardware interfaces and software tools to 
establish connections with the core network and VASes and perform rating, 
billing functions. 

c. The system shall provide with software tools for system, network and database 
administration of the proposed system. 

d. Software development tools required for system customization and 
development of additional sub modules, screens, reports shall be provided. 

e. The system shall have software tools to manage administrative and billing data 
of different types of services and facility available in the SMSC, SMS Firewall, 
MCA and OTA system. 

f. Following tools shall be provided: 
i) Configuration and tracing tools 

ii) Report generation and designing tools 
iii) Report layouts configuration tools 
iv) Dynamic Querying facilities 
v) Performance monitoring tools 

vi) Database management tools 
vii) Backup/Restore management tools 
viii) Tracing tools 

 
12. User Interface 

 
a. The system shall support Graphical user interface (GUI). 
b. The software design shall be such that it is user friendly and allows for quick  

menu/screens access and data configurations. 
c. The following guide lines shall be incorporated in design of user interfaces 

i) Error message, guide message, system message 
ii) Field description 
iii) Value list of acceptable values for a particular filed 
iv) Pull down lists with selection capabilities 
v) Online provisioning 
vi) Easy maintenance of messages, text, values etc. without modifying 

program. 
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13.    Hardware 
 

  a.   The vendor is required to quote the hardware as per the Schedule of requirement 
and the quantity needed to realize capacity, features and services for 400K. Any 
additional equipment required to meet the requirement specified in the RFP 
specification shall be included in the offer. The vendor shall provide additional 
hardware free of cost to meet performance of the system as per MTML’s 
requirement in this RFP. 

 
b.   The solution's proposed must include redundancy and fault-tolerance features to 

ensure 7x24 operation, 99.999% availability for critical components. The solution 

design will incorporate component and functional resilience to eliminate all single 

points of failure (SPOFs). All modules must be configured with redundancy, 

include active-standby mode or N+1 load sharing mode.  

c. The solution must support dynamic protect mechanism, handle overload       

situations from internal and external interfaces according to the system's real    

time running status and performance (response time). System shall guarantee a 

full working under heavy load conditions and have control mechanisms to avoid 

system overload and service failure.   

14.    Storage Capacity 
 
The vendor shall provide the detail of space calculation base on average 100 
CDRs/ UDRs per customer per day. 
The SMSC shall provide storage for all undelivered message for the duration of 
atleast one week. The SMSC shall provide multiple re-trial profiles based on the 
cause-code of non-delivery together with programmable re-trial duration for 
each cause-code through MMI commands. 
 
The offered server shall have enough space for creating differnet environment 
for SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA i.e. production, testing etc. 
 

15.   Spare parts of sufficient capacity to be provided. And EOM, EOL, etc to be  
informed to MTML well in advance before two to three year. And update MTML 
on the deployed product lines. Supply of spares during warranty and AMC will 
be supplier’s responsibility. 

 
16.     Operating  system on Server 
 

i. The offered system shall have UNIX / LINUX(Redhat, Suse)operating system 
with licences should be provided. 

ii. The mainstream OS system with latest version (released within 3 years) and 
patch. 

iii. The offered system shall support Symmetrical Multiprocessors on the RISC 
servers. 

iv. The offered system shall work on client/server architecture. 
v. The vendor shall describe what is the service life cycle of the OS and what is 

its strategy of aligning with the latest OS version. 
vi. The solution must include all the licenses of the OS version containing all 

functionalities and the support. 

vii. The proposed OS shall support facilities for virus detection and removal 
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17.    Database  
 

1 The offered RDBMS shall be fully compliant with offered operating system. 
2 The offered RDBMS shall support client/server architecture including following 

functions: 
i) Remote database query 
ii) Remote database update 

3 The offered RDBMS software shall capable to run multiple database in one 
server at least for Production, Test etc. 

4 The offered RDBMS shall have commit and rollback for a unit of work 
5 The offered RDBMS shall have Multithreading within single task 
6 The offered RDBMS shall be capable of load balancing across CPU for 

executing threads. 
7 The offered Memory in each unit of the RISC servers shall be enough for 

connecting total number of users license specified in the requirement. If the 
specified amount of RAM is not sufficient then additional RAM shall be 
provided by the vendor free of cost to MTML. 

8 License shall be issued directly by the manufacturer of the RDBMS software. 
9 The proposed RDBMS shall include Diagnostic and Tuning Packs for 

database tuning, diagnostics and monitoring for enhancement of performance. 
10 The dabase must support the TPS, speed and capacity required. 
11 Oracle or Opensource or community versions for DB can be proposed  

depending on relability, efficiency, scalabilty, operation and maintenance etc  
of the DB system. 

 
18.   Installation and commissioning of SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA  

system 
 

The vendor shall provide the procedures to test separate modules and the 
complete system including SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA system’s 
application software, all the functional features and inter connectivity of the 
system with the core network, billing, OCS and VAS. 
 
The detailed test procedures for acceptance test and final acceptance test shall 
be carried out in the presence of authorized representatives of the vendor. 
 
The vendor shall quote for the services required for installation and 
commissioning of the system. 
 
The vendor shall provide necessary tools, equipments etc and any additional 
cost, if any, shall be borne by the vendor 
 
Complete network and topolgy diagram representing the configuration for the 
offered SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA system including integration to the 
core network, billing, OCS and VAS shall be provided by the vendor. All 
equipment (hardware/software) to operate such a system and network shall be 
included in the offer. 
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19.   Documents 
 
The application software user screens and documentation shall be in English 
language. Two soft copies of documents shall be provided. One set of hard 
copy documentation shall be provided, if available. 
 
On delivery of the system, following documents shall be provided: 

i. CDR Formats, naming conventions for transferred files from MSC 
ii. Data flow diagrams, ER Diagram 
iii. Recovery, restart and reconstruction procedures 
iv. Details of files, tables, structures 
v. Report specification 
vi. Screen specification 
vii. User guide for different level of operations, use of software tools 
viii. Training manuals for different level of user training 
ix. Documents on functions and features and limitations of the system 
x. Screen, form and layouts 
xi. Menu structures 
xii. Technical manual on system installation, configurations, error 

messages, trouble shootings 
 

20.        All the user licenses of the software products shall be licensed to MTML 
including OS, DB, Oracle, Applications etc.   

 
21.    The successful bidder may use existing hardware available in MTML to the 

extent possible.    

 

22.  The Storage shall support multi-tier architecture to support   
differentperformance requirement of storage for different kind of data 
depending upon the policy defined by user. High performance, mid 
performance, low performance and off-line storage shall be supported. The 
storage shall support GUI based storage management software tools for 
management. The management software shall enable storage administrator to 
view, monitor, automate, provision and report on host storage resources, 
networks, and storage across the entire information environment from a single 
console. 
 

23. Bidder must submit a detailed systems sizing document containing details of 
Subscriber Capacity, Retries, TPS, DB capacity, Transmission rates, CPUs, 
Memory, Link capacities etc. The TPS supported should be more than 500 
and as per capacity desired. Should support the CDR storage, performance 
stats for atleast 36 months considering all active customers. 
 

24.       The inventory management and reconciliation of SIM cards for both pre-paid and 
post paid subscribers shall be maintained in the SMSC platform and shall be fully 
integrated with the IN system. The inventory management and reconciliation 
module shall cater to at least twice the capacity of lines being tendered and shall 
be independent of the capacity of the SMSC being planned.Should be able to 
add new inventory with name, category, subcategory, description, parameters, 
search, update, transfer, manage life cycle of inventory, inventory reports etc. 

 
25. The system should have feature of notifying the subscriber over SMS regarding any 

change in service or welcome message once it is provisioned by SMSC system. The 
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system should also notify the subscribers with a welcome message while registering 
in the system on roaming. 

 

i.  The Device for taking the full monthly backup of the SMSC data shall be 
adequately dimensioned to ensure that the entire backup operation is 
performed within 4 hours and without interruptions affecting the normal 
functioning of the SMSC. 

 
ii. The main features of existing SMSC are annexed below. It should be 

ensured that all existing features available in the current system are 
made available in the proposed new SMSC. 

 
26.  Reports Module 
 

Different Reports/ Queries Generated by the SMSC, SMSC Firewall, MCA and 
OTA system under the following Categories shall be possible: 

 
 (i) Traffic Reports (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly/ Yearly). 
 (ii)  Reports on which routine action is required to  be taken. 
 (iii) Exception Reports on which immediate action  is required. 
(vi) Archival Reports. 
(vii) Reports for Marketing / Sales, Customer, Customer care etc 
(viii) Reports for finance / Revenue. 
(ix) A2P Monitization report 
(x) OTA success and failure with reasons. 

 
Reports to be generated shall be customizable as per MTML requirement.  

 
 

* * * * * * * 
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Section V 

SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sl No. 

Description Unit Total Remarks 

1.0 SMSC      

1.1 Servers     

1.2 Disk Arrays    

1.3 LAN Switches, Routers     

1.4  Cables (LAN, Serial etc), interfaces     

1.5 Power Cables , Adapters    

1.6 Software, License & Services     

2.0 SMS Firewall   
 
 

2.1 Hardware    

2.3 Software, License & Services   
 
 

2.4 
Cost of Managed Services (per 
month) 

   

3.0 Missed Call Alert (MCA) Syetem    

3.1 Hardware    

3.2 Software, License and services    

4.0 OTA (Over The Air) System    

4.1 Hardware    

4.2 Software, License and services    

5.0 
Other Items (if any required for 
project) 

   

5.1 Hardware  spares    

       5.2  
Installation, commissioning and 
service charges 
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Section VI 

 

Delivery Schedule 

 
A. Completion of Factory Inspection at  

Manufacturer’s Premises, if required 
by MTML 
 

Within 2 months from the date of 
PO. 

B Commencement of Supply of 
Equipments 
 

Within 3 months from the date of   
PO. 

E Completion of entire Turnkey project 
with installation, commissioning after 
successful Acceptance Testing, 
including data migration wherever 
required. 
 

Within 6 months from the date of  
PO. 
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SECTION-VII 

 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 

 

The Price schedule in the below format (Table I A, I B, II, III & IV) is to be submitted 

separately for each of the following 4 parts: 

 

Part - A: For SMSC 

Part - B: For SMS Firewall 

Part - C: For Missed Call Alert (MCA) System 

Part - D: For Over-The-Air (OTA) Platform 

 

The bidder is free to submit his bid for any or all the 4 parts mentioned above. The 

evaluation for all 4 parts will be done separately.  

 

The bidders may also additionally give the option of providing these systems on OPEX 

or Revenue Share model, if they have such options, in the format specified in Table V 

below. 

 

 

 

TABLE-I A 

(EQUIPMENT/HARDWARE ) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  

(As per 

Schedule of 

Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 

Unit 

Price 

Taxes & 

Duties (Out 

sideMauritius) 

Freight, 

Forwarding, 

Packaging 

Insurance Any 

Other 

Charges 

Basic all 

inclusive 

Price 

{(4)+(5)+(6) 

+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 

Price 

{(9)-

(10)}x      

(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

           

           

           

           

 

 

TABLE-I B 

(SOFTWARE & LICENSES) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  

(As per 

Schedule of 

Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 

Unit 

Price 

Taxes & 

Duties (Out 

sideMauritius) 

Freight, 

Forwarding, 

Packaging 

Insurance Any 

Other 

Charges 

Basic all 

inclusive 

Price 

{(4)+(5)+(6) 

+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 

Price 

{(9)-

(10)}x      

(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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TABLE-II 

 

(SERVICE CHARGES) 

                                                                                    Figures in USD 

S.No. Item description Amount 

1. Installation, Testing, & Commissioning  

 

 

 

 

TABLE-III 

 

COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT (EQUIPMENT & 

SOFTWARE) FOR 7 YEARS AFTER WARRANTY PERIOD 

 

S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges   

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 

         

 

Note: 
 

Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as 

to cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also 

at a later date. 

 

 

 

 

TABLE-IV 

 

LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE 

PURCHASER ON EXPIRY OF AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 

CONDITIONS  

 

 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  

 

Quantity Basic 

Unit 

Price 

Taxes & 

Duties (Out 

sideMauritius) 

Freight, 

Forwarding, 

Packaging 

Insurance Any 

Other 

Charges 

Basic all 

inclusive 

Price 

{(4)+(5)+(6) 

+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 

Price 

{(9)-

(10)}x      

(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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    TABLE – V (Optional for all 4 parts) 

 

Item Opex Model (Amount in 

USD per year) 

Revenue Share Model (% of 

total SMS revenue for SMSC 

and SMS Firewall separately 

and % pf revenue generated 

by MCA) 

SMSC   

SMS- Firewall   

MCA   

OTA   
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         Annexure-I 
Bid  Security Form  

 
 
Ref No. :……………       Date :…….. 
 
To 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited 
MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene, 
Mauritius. 
 
Whereas [Name of Vendor] hereinafter called “The VENDOR” has submitted its 
Offer dated [date of submission] for the project as per the above RFP in Republic 
of Mauritius” hereinafter called “The Equipment”. 
 
KNOW ALL PEOPLE that we [name of bank] of [name of country] having our 
registered office at [Address of Bank] hereinafter called “The BANK” are bound 
unto Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, hereinafter called “The MTML” by 
the amount of US $ ……….. (mention amount as per RFP) willingly and truly to 
be paid out to the said MTML upon entering any of the conditions specified 
below.  The BANK, binds itself, its successors and assigns by these presents 
sealed with the common seal of the said bank this ……………….. day of 
………………….. 20  
 
The conditions of this obligation are:  
 
a ) If the VENDOR withdraws its Offer during the period of Offer validity specified by 
the VENDOR in its offer submitted to MTML; 
                            or 
b) If the VENDOR is selected for the second stage of the bidding process by the 
MTML, and is notified accordingly during the period of Offer validity if selected for 
award of contract fails to sign the contract within one month from the date of 
acknowledgement of Letter of Intent (LoI) and furnish the Performance Security in 
accordance Clause 28.2 of Section II and Clause 4 of Section III, General Condition of 
Contract. 
 
We, the BANK , undertake to pay to the MTML up to the above mentioned amount 
upon receipt of its first written demand without the MTML having to substantiate its 
demand, provided that in its demand the MTML will note the amount claimed by it is 
due to the occurrence of one or both of the two conditions indicated above, specifying 
the occurred condition or conditions. 
 
This guarantee will remain valid for  ….. days from the date of submission and any 
demand in respect thereof should reach the bank not later than ……. date. 
Signature of Bank  

 
Seal of Bank 
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Annexure-II 
Performance Guarantee Form  

 
 
Ref No. :……………      Date :…….. 
 
To 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited 
MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius. 
 
Whereas [Name of Vendor] hereinafter called “The VENDOR” has agreed for the 
executing the project as per the above RFP in Republic of Mauritius hereinafter 
called “The Equipment”. as per the conditions of Letter of Intent (LoI) issued to 
the VENDOR by Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, hereinafter called 
“The MTML”  
 
AND WHEREAS it has been stipulated by you in the said Letter of Intent that the 
VENDOR shall furnish you with a bank guarantee by a reputed first class 
commercial bank located in Mauritius specified therein as security for compliance 
with the VENDOR’s performance obligations. 
 
AND WHEREAS we have agreed to give the appointed VENDOR a guarantee: 
 
THEREFORE, we hereby affirm that we are guarantors and responsible to you 
on behalf of the VENDOR up to a total of US DOLLAR………………… {Amount 
of the Guarantee in Words].  We undertake to pay you, upon your first written 
demand declaring the VENDOR to be in default of its obligations and without 
cavil or argument, any sum or sums within the limits of [Amount of Guarantee] as 
aforesaid, without your needing to provide or to show grounds or reasons for your 
demand or the sum specified therein. 
 
This guarantee is valid until the ………………….. day of ……………………. 20  
 
  
Signature of Bank  
 
Seal of Bank 
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Annexure-III 

 

LETTER OF AUTHORISATION FOR ATTENDING OPENING OF OFFERS  

(to reach CEO MTML before date/ time of opening of offers) 

 

    Sub: Authorization for attending opening offers on _______ against RFP 

RFP No. …………………..      Dated   ………………….. 
 

Following persons are hereby authorized to attend the opening of offers for the 
RFP mentioned above on behalf of 
_____________________________________________ (Name of Vendor) in 
order of preference given below: 
 
 

1.  Name_________________________________ 

 

Specimen Signatures_________________________________ 

 

2. Name_________________________________ 

 

Specimen Signatures_________________________________ 

 

 

Signature of vendor 
 or 
Officer authorized to sign the offer 

on behalf of the Vendor 
(Attested copy of Attorney must be attached) 
 
 
Note:     
 
Maximum of two representatives may be permitted to attend  opening of offers.  
In case where it is restricted to one, first preference will be allowed.   
 
Permission for entry to the hall where offers are opened, may be refused in case, 
authorization as prescribed above is not received. 
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Annexure-IV 

MANUFACTURERS AUTHORISATION FORM 

To 

The Chief Executive Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. 

      MTML Square, 63 Cyber City, Ebene, 
Mauritius. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

RFP No. ………………………………..     Dated   ……………………           
 
We _______________________________________ who are established and 
reputed manufacturers of GSM/ HSPA equipment having factories at ___________ 
and _____________________ do offer, negotiate and conclude the contract with you 
against RFP No. ……………   Dated   …….           for the above goods manufactured 
by us. 
 
No company or firm or individual other than M/s. __________________________ are 
authorized to offer, negotiate and conclude the contract in regard to this business 
against this specific RFP. 
 
We hereby extend our full guarantee and warranty as per clause 8 of the General 
Terms & Conditions (Section-III of RFP) of the contract for the goods offered for 
supply against this RFP by the above firm. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
(Full Name) 
 
 
for and on behalf of M/s 
(name of manufacturer) 
 
 
Note:    This letter of authority should be on the letter head of manufacturing 
concern and should be signed by a person competent and having the power of 
attorney to bind manufacturer 
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Annexure-V 
 

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT (AMC) 
 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT  
 
1. Annual Maintenance Contract shall start immediately after expiry of the 

warranty period.  The comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract (Herein 
after called AMC) shall be seven years. 

 
2. During the period of AMC the successful vendor ( herein after called contractor) 

shall : 
 

i) Diagnose the hardware and software faults 
ii) Rectify the hardware/ software faults detected 
iii) Repair / replace the faulty card and any other part etc. of the equipment. 
i) Carry out the periodic preventive maintenance 
ii) Upkeep, the software periodically 
iii) Upgrade the software to latest version 

 
3. The vendor shall provide service / maintenance to the purchaser in the 

presence of user, at the locations where hardware and software product will be 
installed.  The vendor shall ensure the availability of service to all the 
subscribers at all the time. 

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
1. Any fault affecting quality of service / availability of service of 5% or more of the 

links/ subscribers shall be treated as major fault. All major faults shall be 
rectified within four hours of its reporting to the contractor. 

 
1.1 Any fault  affecting quality of service/ availability of less than 5% of the links / 

subscribes shall be treated as minor fault.  All minor fault shall be rectified 
within 24 hours of its reporting to the contractor. 

 
2. The contractor, if fails to rectify major/ minor faults within stipulated duration, 

shall be liable to pay penalty for the entire period of breakdown including 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays as under. 

 
- Major fault USD 2 per day per subscriber 
- Minor fault USD 500 per day 

 
3. The vendor shall at the time of submitting the offer submit the proposal 

specifying the fault control centre location and how vendor proposes for 
carrying out repair under AMC. He shall also indicate what spare will be kept in 
different locations.  The spares have to be kept within the space provided and in 
custody of MTML.  The infrastructure planned to be created by the vendor to his 
obligations under AMC and his action plan to deal with the various situations 
arising out of hardware and software faults shall be clearly indicated. 
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3.1 The MTML will report the fault on telephone / through FAX / Email  etc. to the 
fault control centre of the contractor. 

 
4. The AMC charges shall be paid by the purchaser to the contractor on quarterly 

basis at the end or beginging of the respective quarter.The contractor shall 
submit performance bank guarantee for the amount of AMC at the time of 
signing of the AMC agreement if payment is to be made in advance. 

 
5. The contractor shall maintain spare / stock of printed circuit board, sub 

assemblies and accessories for the purpose of rectifying the fault and shall 
keep an up to date records. 

 
5.1 The entire process of repair/ replacement of defective components have to  be 

completed within 30 days.  In case of delay beyond 21 days the vendor shall be 
charged penalty at the rate of USD 80 per day for 30 days and beyond that @ 
USD200 per day. 

 
6. After the expiry of  warranty/ annual maintenance contract, it shall be optional 

for MTML not to enter the AMC contract further with the contractor.  In such 
circumstances the contractor will be bound to hand over the spare parts / sub 
assembles / printed circuit boards etc.  to MTML.  For this reason the vendor 
shall quote, in the offer the price of these parts / sub assemblies / PCBs to be 
paid by MTML at that time.  For the purpose of evaluation of RFP, sum of these 
price will be discounted @ 12% per annum to arrive at the present price.  
However, if additional spare parts are needed the vendor shall supply them at 
the same rate. 

 
7. The contractor shall prepare the schedule of preventive maintenance for each 

quarter and shall submit the same to MTML in advance.  The preventive 
maintenance shall not affect the normal functioning of the system. 

 
8. The contractor shall maintain a consolidated log book at its central location and 

also at each site ( to be kept with MTML) wherein the corrective / preventive 
maintenance undertaken by the contractor shall be entered and same shall be 
countersigned by the system in-charge. 

 
9. Replacement of any part should be done with the approval of MTML personnel 

and a record is to be maintained with the system in charge. 
 
10. FORCE MEJEURE 
 

Neither the MTML nor the system maintenance firm shall be liable to the other 
for any delay in or failure of performance of their respective obligation under the 
agreement caused by occurrences beyond the control of MTML or the system 
maintenance firm ( as the case may be ) including but not limited to fire ( 
including failure or reductions), acts of  God, acts to the public enemy, war, 
insurrections, riots, strikes, lockouts, sabotage, any low, status or ordinance, 
thereof any other local authority, or any compliance therewith or any other 
causes, contingencies of circumstances similar to the above.  Either party shall 
promptly but not later than twenty days thereafter notify the commencement 
and cessation of such contingencies and if such contingencies continues 
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beyond three month.  Both parties agree upon the equitable solution for 
termination of these agreement or otherwise decide the course of action to be 
adapted. 

 
11. The successful vendor shall supply all global software updates issued by the 

firm to MTML free of cost as part of the AMC as well the maintenance of these 
upgrades. 

 
11.1 The fees quoted for maintenance service of software shall be valid for the 

software provided at the time of installation and commissioning of the system 
and subsequent upgrades till the expiry of the AMC. 

 
12. The successful vendor will be solely responsible for the maintenance and repair 

of the software/ hardware systems, equipments and parts, thereof and MTML 
shall not be liable to interact with any of the partners / collaborators or the sub 
contractors of the contractor. 

 
13. Termination Clause: If the purchaser is not satisfied with the performance of 

the vendor during AMC he should be able to terminate the AMC during its 
currency, after giving three months notice to the vendor and in such an event 
will hand over all the spares as indicated in clause 6.  
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        Annexure-VI 
   
 Existing Network information 
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    Annexure-VII 
 

Check List 
 

While submitting the bid, bidders are required to check/clearly mention whether they 
have submitted the following documents: 
 

S. No.  ITEM Yes/No  

1. Bid is prepared and submitted as per clause no. 14, 15 & 16 of Section-
II. 

 

2. Bid Security as per clause 11, Section-II  

3. General Power of Attorney  as per clause –13 Section -II  

4. The bidder has an experience as per eligibility clause 3 of Section-II  

5. Duly   Duly attested audited balance sheet for the year last 2 years indicating 
turnover of the bidder as per eligibility clause 3 of section-II. 

 

6. Certificate of incorporation as per clause 8.2 of section-II has been 
submitted, if applicable 

 

7. VVAT   VAT/ GST / TAX Registration Certificate as per clause 8.2 of section-II 
has been submitted.   

 

8. 2-separate Envelopes for Part-A (Techno-Commercial Offer with Bill 
of Material without prices) and Part-B (Financial Offer with prices) 

 

9. 1-separate Envelope with BID Security or its wire transfer receipt along 
with the receipt for BID Fees 

 

10 A         All envelopes to be sealed & marked properly.  

11. All of  Offers to be duly signed/ stamped by the supplier.  

12. All Annexures duly filled and signed.  

13. Any other document not listed in this check list but required as per RFP  

 
 


